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R_sRLaTEvEDefault Res  Anonymous 70.192.135 0 ######## ########
R_1EWK5B Default Res  Anonymous 162.247.89 0 ######## ########
R_UcGxCUtDefault Res  Anonymous 129.176.19 0 ######## ########
R_usjl5Rbn Default Res  Anonymous 152.132.10 0 ######## ########
R_2bQ7vgGDefault Res  Anonymous 71.56.78.10 0 ######## ########
R_3hF2EXmDefault Res  Anonymous 128.151.71 0 ######## ########
R_3dMrik5 Default Res  Anonymous 75.48.209.9 0 ######## ########
R_3HFwoEtDefault Res  Anonymous 162.1.24.14 0 ######## ########
R_12hbxev Default Res  Anonymous 54.174.77.1 0 ######## ########
R_dnFGtlQVDefault Res  Anonymous 69.27.229.1 0 ######## ########
R_30w6RrxDefault Res  Anonymous 199.125.16 0 ######## ########
R_2ci4qkM Default Res  Anonymous 170.140.5.1 0 ######## ########
R_3qIDPnSJDefault Res  Anonymous 129.112.10 0 ######## ########
R_3lFWQIBDefault Res  Anonymous 50.52.140.1 0 ######## ########
R_pDYlar8TDefault Res  Anonymous 128.101.12 0 ######## ########
R_cRVnZKYDefault Res  Anonymous 192.254.1.7 0 ######## ########
R_d5qXQbkDefault Res  Anonymous 206.201.80 0 ######## ########
R_dotWg3bDefault Res  Anonymous 129.49.166 0 ######## ########
R_2VIOpLZ Default Res  Anonymous 141.225.16 0 ######## ########
R_2DUHkdwDefault Res  Anonymous 38.109.203 0 ######## ########
R_3nDv5M Default Res  Anonymous 157.142.23 0 ######## ########
R_3aBVoEqDefault Res  Anonymous 192.55.208 0 ######## ########
R_2uCYEYlhDefault Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_33dTDGyDefault Res  Anonymous 174.57.35.3 0 ######## ########
R_1eJHbg6 Default Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_1exTUC5Default Res  Anonymous 24.61.14.14 0 ######## ########
R_22QUsXXDefault Res  Anonymous 69.29.70.19 0 ######## ########
R_3EMWnWDefault Res  Anonymous 130.91.156 0 ######## ########
R_7OJkvJGgDefault Res  Anonymous 132.183.13 0 ######## ########
R_2v5JjoG0Default Res  Anonymous 169.240.82 0 ######## ########
R_Rnr4ZRlsDefault Res  Anonymous 108.179.16 0 ######## ########
R_3PhJBe7 Default Res  Anonymous 72.69.61.58 0 ######## ########
R_9naY9vp Default Res  Anonymous 162.30.48.1 0 ######## ########
R_2c2vbBS Default Res  Anonymous 131.183.0.1 0 ######## ########
R_323zwdCDefault Res  Anonymous 70.188.130 0 ######## ########
R_7afhr3h6Default Res  Anonymous 192.234.10 0 ######## ########
R_1pVVqpl Default Res  Anonymous 144.74.111 0 ######## ########
R_3hrqcJM Default Res  Anonymous 155.247.16 0 ######## ########
R_1gezYF5fDefault Res  Anonymous 204.110.0.1 0 ######## ########
R_3dS8rpnjDefault Res  Anonymous 132.198.69 0 ######## ########
R_QfGo6F2Default Res  Anonymous 12.130.116 0 ######## ########
R_9Lj5kux5Default Res  Anonymous 199.217.3.1 0 ######## ########
R_1n6g49L Default Res  Anonymous 160.94.175 0 ######## ########
R_1ml4vwWDefault Res  Anonymous 146.9.85.66 0 ######## ########
R_qKEjYEZDDefault Res  Anonymous 192.231.71 0 ######## ########
R_cCjKex1f Default Res  Anonymous 139.127.60 0 ######## ########
R_2WU0l45Default Res  Anonymous 149.163.14 0 ######## ########
R_2b1Am1 Default Res  Anonymous 76.174.0.46 0 ######## ########
R_2Ce3Vx4Default Res  Anonymous 108.232.15 0 ######## ########
R_818fp96 Default Res  Anonymous 165.123.24 0 ######## ########
R_2eUKkEnDefault Res  Anonymous 68.57.94.16 0 ######## ########
R_2SGk3tb Default Res  Anonymous 162.234.25 0 ######## ########
R_3RfSZPjv Default Res  Anonymous 144.74.136 0 ######## ########
R_xtM8oSI Default Res  Anonymous 157.182.21 0 ######## ########
R_3sdKfjqv Default Res  Anonymous 162.129.25 0 ######## ########
R_24x5IXoQDefault Res  Anonymous 99.195.198 0 ######## ########
R_3G0z9oRDefault Res  Anonymous 192.231.71 0 ######## ########
R_3kn5svYgDefault Res  Anonymous 192.231.71 0 ######## ########
R_27QpBmDefault Res  Anonymous 73.177.87.1 0 ######## ########
R_3kboRdgDefault Res  Anonymous 136.142.15 0 ######## ########
R_81Uw9eADefault Res  Anonymous 192.234.10 0 ######## ########
R_3fBlAoGADefault Res  Anonymous 139.137.12 0 ######## ########
R_A5t3LVGDefault Res  Anonymous 128.172.35 0 ######## ########
R_12LK3F3 Default Res  Anonymous 128.119.21 0 ######## ########
R_1pPXKJL Default Res  Anonymous 146.203.13 0 ######## ########
R_3qmt7QSDefault Res  Anonymous 144.74.111 0 ######## ########
R_b8zSlU4XDefault Res  Anonymous 150.216.21 0 ######## ########
R_3CHGz3LDefault Res  Anonymous 155.41.207 0 ######## ########
R_1FA1vYMDefault Res  Anonymous 70.193.137 0 ######## ########
R_51DdGw Default Res  Anonymous 199.217.3.7 0 ######## ########
R_1mxvlKy Default Res  Anonymous 192.231.13 0 ######## ########
R_1g5dOdl Default Res  Anonymous 24.9.22.201 0 ######## ########
R_PASNfXk Default Res  Anonymous 162.129.44 0 ######## ########
R_3k5QEWDefault Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_3RxdQoKDefault Res  Anonymous 170.163.27 0 ######## ########
R_3pFZttRGDefault Res  Anonymous 63.247.60.2 0 ######## ########
R_1dBkjQn Default Res  Anonymous 134.174.21 0 ######## ########
R_2a8Ht9riDefault Res  Anonymous 69.175.159 0 ######## ########
R_3HYXiDIpDefault Res  Anonymous 70.199.172 0 ######## ########
R_z0eJqje0 Default Res  Anonymous 146.189.25 0 ######## ########
R_vYVAn41Default Res  Anonymous 162.129.44 0 ######## ########
R_1LndWX Default Res  Anonymous 199.125.16 0 ######## ########
R_3ml4PljYDefault Res  Anonymous 216.55.36.1 0 ######## ########
R_3ptEyOP Default Res  Anonymous 199.36.244 0 ######## ########
R_3nrw4iFlDefault Res  Anonymous 134.174.11 0 ######## ########
R_24Bsp67 Default Res  Anonymous 132.183.13 0 ######## ########
R_3L0Dxj9HDefault Res  Anonymous 173.226.56 0 ######## ########
R_1NsIxm0Default Res  Anonymous 128.200.18 0 ######## ########
R_0xhSeP1 Default Res  Anonymous 141.214.17 0 ######## ########
R_WujJGac Default Res  Anonymous 216.255.10 0 ######## ########
R_7aFt9b7iDefault Res  Anonymous 128.151.71 0 ######## ########
R_3PHTMa Default Res  Anonymous 132.183.98 0 ######## ########
R_z2yywGODefault Res  Anonymous 159.14.241 0 ######## ########
R_10HrNw Default Res  Anonymous 152.2.220.1 0 ######## ########
R_eLnRFBo Default Res  Anonymous 198.243.61 0 ######## ########
R_31vFaSq Default Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_9tyuMh7Default Res  Anonymous 134.174.21 0 ######## ########
R_doNYBWDefault Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_2ZWZ1H Default Res  Anonymous 162.129.25 0 ######## ########
R_DMmmiADefault Res  Anonymous 192.55.208 0 ######## ########
R_s6VGHyPDefault Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_2EnwITHDefault Res  Anonymous 199.125.16 0 ######## ########
R_1etR5oo Default Res  Anonymous 69.24.154.5 0 ######## ########
R_3fE2vBc4Default Res  Anonymous 216.255.10 0 ######## ########
R_3QF1PpJ Default Res  Anonymous 155.247.16 0 ######## ########
R_1rceNDmDefault Res  Anonymous 109.107.20 0 ######## ########
R_333bKKqDefault Res  Anonymous 157.142.23 0 ######## ########
R_2tEjejYqZDefault Res  Anonymous 150.216.19 0 ######## ########
R_Rq7UmODefault Res  Anonymous 192.231.13 0 ######## ########
R_2f2wxGODefault Res  Anonymous 192.240.43 0 ######## ########
R_2DTw1FsDefault Res  Anonymous 130.154.0.2 0 ######## ########
R_r8d6AoODefault Res  Anonymous 99.56.218.1 0 ######## ########
R_2CdGvsbDefault Res  Anonymous 69.24.154.5 0 ######## ########
R_2VJR5Pq Default Res  Anonymous 66.194.118 0 ######## ########
R_cCHJjnqzDefault Res  Anonymous 159.240.11 0 ######## ########
R_3G2JCQVDefault Res  Anonymous 207.10.26.2 0 ######## ########
R_1gkIxzD3Default Res  Anonymous 24.115.227 0 ######## ########
R_21nVtep Default Res  Anonymous 199.231.28 0 ######## ########
R_1LzD73v Default Res  Anonymous 69.24.154.5 0 ######## ########
R_br1h9cN Default Res  Anonymous 146.79.254 0 ######## ########
R_rfMKgYteDefault Res  Anonymous 139.127.19 0 ######## ########
R_27xrgrM Default Res  Anonymous 73.195.124 0 ######## ########
R_bw5vHH Default Res  Anonymous 170.223.13 0 ######## ########
R_bI17XwTDefault Res  Anonymous 50.201.47.1 0 ######## ########
R_bsdVhM Default Res  Anonymous 199.231.28 0 ######## ########
R_dpsdfXdKDefault Res  Anonymous 69.24.154.5 0 ######## ########
R_29rWMKDefault Res  Anonymous 164.111.49 0 ######## ########
R_4TnB1dZDefault Res  Anonymous 50.201.47.4 0 ######## ########
R_2SvLvcA8Default Res  Anonymous 66.162.147 0 ######## ########
R_2eQj7LwDefault Res  Anonymous 24.99.59.24 0 ######## ########
R_sRv3oMGDefault Res  Anonymous 206.176.18 0 ######## ########
R_2xMrjoL Default Res  Anonymous 146.9.226.1 0 ######## ########
R_1ie8XvheDefault Res  Anonymous 73.24.155.6 0 ######## ########
R_3pgymmDefault Res  Anonymous 139.52.137 0 ######## ########
R_273a0wtDefault Res  Anonymous 69.24.155.5 0 ######## ########
R_0OE0N6MDefault Res  Anonymous 208.64.114 0 ######## ########
R_Q5Hd0ujDefault Res  Anonymous 159.240.11 0 ######## ########
R_Rh43agy Default Res  Anonymous 207.96.13.1 0 ######## ########
R_1i4FJHy6Default Res  Anonymous 192.254.1.7 0 ######## ########
R_1osOZXdDefault Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_2E4ROAzDefault Res  Anonymous 166.171.59 0 ######## ########
R_Rq9noslqDefault Res  Anonymous 144.74.221 0 ######## ########
R_0P7hMjHDefault Res  Anonymous 132.183.33 0 ######## ########
R_3e45wfQDefault Res  Anonymous 146.79.254 0 ######## ########
R_3KU3gwjDefault Res  Anonymous 41.215.182 0 ######## ########
R_1eCuJ4b Default Res  Anonymous 128.218.42 0 ######## ########
R_PU4DGR Default Res  Anonymous 198.243.61 0 ######## ########
R_3W4iGC9Default Res  Anonymous 192.234.10 0 ######## ########
R_bPdonVf Default Res  Anonymous 198.243.61 0 ######## ########
R_XFgqAZx Default Res  Anonymous 63.247.60.2 0 ######## ########
R_2f427SA Default Res  Anonymous 137.197.10 0 ######## ########
R_ahqLqtzSDefault Res  Anonymous 134.174.11 0 ######## ########
R_ezywkiCWDefault Res  Anonymous 146.79.254 0 ######## ########
R_2q3spD2Default Res  Anonymous 130.154.3.2 0 ######## ########
R_22AquIj6Default Res  Anonymous 149.142.10 0 ######## ########
R_1oFN2RVDefault Res  Anonymous 139.137.12 0 ######## ########
R_eWIqALXDefault Res  Anonymous 192.234.10 0 ######## ########
R_zSyA8fd2Default Res  Anonymous 165.123.29 0 ######## ########
R_3s5iqRNTDefault Res  Anonymous 206.192.16 0 ######## ########
R_3HnOiSz Default Res  Anonymous 207.96.13.1 0 ######## ########
R_1mDXqK Default Res  Anonymous 63.247.60.2 0 ######## ########
R_2cjUrGqTDefault Res  Anonymous 129.170.19 0 ######## ########
R_yKEGDoFDefault Res  Anonymous 130.154.0.2 0 ######## ########
R_27kyHot Default Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_cwnllSxXDefault Res  Anonymous 143.197.22 0 ######## ########
R_10UjT7wDefault Res  Anonymous 76.110.138 0 ######## ########
R_9oRcioLMDefault Res  Anonymous 70.192.137 0 ######## ########
R_1myfnQdDefault Res  Anonymous 128.205.25 0 ######## ########
R_1Lofg2nbDefault Res  Anonymous 173.226.56 0 ######## ########
R_2y2cjy0xDefault Res  Anonymous 132.183.13 0 ######## ########
R_3s6MkkRDefault Res  Anonymous 159.14.242 0 ######## ########
R_2VmZWFDefault Res  Anonymous 140.254.70 0 ######## ########
R_1GBIvS4 Default Res  Anonymous 70.194.101 0 ######## ########
R_12g915hDefault Res  Anonymous 73.33.75.89 0 ######## ########
R_1OjKBldcDefault Res  Anonymous 66.168.120 0 ######## ########
R_eCHdeXf Default Res  Anonymous 192.234.10 0 ######## ########
R_bDznkDLDefault Res  Anonymous 69.24.154.5 0 ######## ########
R_agvCVTwDefault Res  Anonymous 69.24.155.5 0 ######## ########
R_Os6aqY7Default Res  Anonymous 216.255.10 0 ######## ########
R_3MA1hNDefault Res  Anonymous 69.24.154.5 0 ######## ########
R_2171gHvDefault Res  Anonymous 128.101.12 0 ######## ########
R_2ZVtY21 Default Res  Anonymous 71.233.156 0 ######## ########
R_40HxjBT Default Res  Anonymous 144.74.111 0 ######## ########
R_1IRx8ZHuDefault Res  Anonymous 150.135.21 0 ######## ########
R_3PiwtsbHDefault Res  Anonymous 198.217.64 0 ######## ########
R_1cUkUxIADefault Res  Anonymous 108.82.160 0 ######## ########
R_2E3NRw Default Res  Anonymous 66.87.125.1 0 ######## ########
R_4SDBlyN Default Res  Anonymous 12.177.80.1 0 ######## ########
R_1nYNpYTDefault Res  Anonymous 66.194.118 0 ######## ########
R_2TZPcEcHDefault Res  Anonymous 50.160.133 0 ######## ########
R_3EmUk8 Default Res  Anonymous 144.92.16.1 0 ######## ########
R_0TytcP89Default Res  Anonymous 192.234.10 0 ######## ########
R_3FXWAwDefault Res  Anonymous 107.128.21 0 ######## ########
R_1jvV98w Default Res  Anonymous 192.231.71 0 ######## ########
R_1OGL88DDefault Res  Anonymous 70.194.225 0 ######## ########
R_DiThaSjPDefault Res  Anonymous 130.154.3.2 0 ######## ########
R_3gZohDSDefault Res  Anonymous 157.182.10 0 ######## ########
R_2AMxgP Default Res  Anonymous 108.54.75.1 0 ######## ########
R_2U3od3GDefault Res  Anonymous 65.112.5.1 0 ######## ########
R_3FWGCDDefault Res  Anonymous 137.197.18 0 ######## ########
R_3HMpLg Default Res  Anonymous 155.58.3.30 0 ######## ########
R_3scNRtP Default Res  Anonymous 128.169.2.9 0 ######## ########
R_0NRX8HeDefault Res  Anonymous 198.217.64 0 ######## ########
R_1GUPdq5Default Res  Anonymous 54.174.77.1 0 ######## ########
R_3EoQJT7Default Res  Anonymous 73.190.242 0 ######## ########
R_ymcxTIG Default Res  Anonymous 146.186.96 0 ######## ########
R_esuenDnDefault Res  Anonymous 71.56.177.8 0 ######## ########
R_3OlCfAedDefault Res  Anonymous 144.92.250 0 ######## ########
R_xDc7Y28 Default Res  Anonymous 164.111.67 0 ######## ########
R_21d1Y3dDefault Res  Anonymous 97.81.92.23 0 ######## ########
R_5A7GXgqDefault Res  Anonymous 54.174.77.1 0 ######## ########
R_3kb7gANDefault Res  Anonymous 192.231.13 0 ######## ########
R_2CfxKfcADefault Res  Anonymous 99.115.45.1 0 ######## ########
R_8pQmpPDefault Res  Anonymous 199.217.0.1 0 ######## ########
R_3RdTXkg Default Res  Anonymous 71.178.210 0 ######## ########
R_25f7dJg6Default Res  Anonymous 132.183.13 0 ######## ########
R_9AAewx6Default Res  Anonymous 69.24.155.5 0 ######## ########
R_1j6TiOLjBDefault Res  Anonymous 159.14.242 0 ######## ########
R_3GwRIrk Default Res  Anonymous 141.225.16 0 ######## ########
R_0oHOMuDefault Res  Anonymous 69.24.154.5 0 ######## ########
R_3L0XXbk Default Res  Anonymous 69.250.75.1 0 ######## ########
R_4Jaz1NX9Default Res  Anonymous 139.52.217 0 ######## ########
R_e9XjNiWDefault Res  Anonymous 143.197.22 0 ######## ########
R_3j6FeHgcDefault Res  Anonymous 76.182.123 0 ######## ########
R_1iqkur9loDefault Res  Anonymous 76.124.101 0 ######## ########
R_1IgvwGXDefault Res  Anonymous 157.182.10 0 ######## ########
R_3dFCu0L Default Res  Anonymous 204.110.0.1 0 ######## ########
R_9ZZhuXwDefault Res  Anonymous 192.234.10 0 ######## ########
R_3oBDtM Default Res  Anonymous 199.125.16 0 ######## ########
R_3DvJx6EaDefault Res  Anonymous 128.210.20 0 ######## ########
R_21culVbqDefault Res  Anonymous 162.129.44 0 ######## ########
R_2YYAH6qDefault Res  Anonymous 209.249.11 0 ######## ########
R_5hzyIRWDefault Res  Anonymous 67.99.175.2 0 ######## ########
R_1doy5IU Default Res  Anonymous 136.165.15 0 ######## ########
R_R9rg7zZFDefault Res  Anonymous 70.210.51.1 0 ######## ########
R_2ZWA3h Default Res  Anonymous 129.25.186 0 ######## ########
R_2wpo8q9Default Res  Anonymous 131.96.253 0 ######## ########
R_33DowE Default Res  Anonymous 162.129.44 0 ######## ########
R_efYhnbZ9Default Res  Anonymous 128.148.10 0 ######## ########
R_3JkpaOUDefault Res  Anonymous 157.142.23 0 ######## ########
R_2XhZpQNDefault Res  Anonymous 24.90.72.53 0 ######## ########
R_2QS5pazDefault Res  Anonymous 128.164.16 0 ######## ########
R_2bOSDP9Default Res  Anonymous 151.112.22 0 ######## ########
R_22sujHD Default Res  Anonymous 128.210.20 0 ######## ########
R_bxv7YVI5Default Res  Anonymous 132.239.14 0 ######## ########
R_3pnVObUDefault Res  Anonymous 140.142.66 0 ######## ########
R_xavMzAJ Default Res  Anonymous 155.41.218 0 ######## ########
R_3m8oarGDefault Res  Anonymous 128.148.23 0 ######## ########
R_3m8gL71Default Res  Anonymous 192.12.83.1 0 ######## ########
R_27BtwFGDefault Res  Anonymous 157.182.10 0 ######## ########
R_eaGKWuDefault Res  Anonymous 131.94.186 0 ######## ########
R_pQQTOoDefault Res  Anonymous 140.226.23 0 ######## ########
R_1JFlyPro Default Res  Anonymous 68.65.175.1 0 ######## ########
R_1I6sg5JY Default Res  Anonymous 130.108.15 0 ######## ########
R_2S0jVmyDefault Res  Anonymous 69.91.226.2 0 ######## ########
R_9NoILqveDefault Res  Anonymous 139.137.12 0 ######## ########
R_1mLyJdZ Default Res  Anonymous 71.226.117 0 ######## ########
R_1jTE53y0Default Res  Anonymous 160.94.164 0 ######## ########
R_2Y4BhEx Default Res  Anonymous 138.26.249 0 ######## ########
R_2AYG7UWDefault Res  Anonymous 128.23.163 0 ######## ########
R_2Byvj7RNDefault Res  Anonymous 128.23.42.1 0 ######## ########
R_1QJC8QI Default Res  Anonymous 199.125.16 0 ######## ########
R_3HHQaS Default Res  Anonymous 129.252.69 0 ######## ########
R_1DprvMdDefault Res  Anonymous 98.113.154 0 ######## ########
R_vqsmpl2 Default Res  Anonymous 130.108.16 0 ######## ########
R_1M3xKdyDefault Res  Anonymous 155.41.207 0 ######## ########
R_3F240Yj0Default Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_1fjvC33CDefault Res  Anonymous 192.55.208 0 ######## ########
R_2YYgBKODefault Res  Anonymous 74.115.70.2 0 ######## ########
R_3V6thdADefault Res  Anonymous 137.197.23 0 ######## ########
R_eas75g8 Default Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_9NtRdemDefault Res  Anonymous 165.123.11 0 ######## ########
R_3rU6kVbDefault Res  Anonymous 128.206.46 0 ######## ########
R_3Hof11d Default Res  Anonymous 134.129.16 0 ######## ########
R_3gT2sZvoDefault Res  Anonymous 157.139.11 0 ######## ########
R_1PTRSUWDefault Res  Anonymous 199.254.17 0 ######## ########
R_3s18Gbz Default Res  Anonymous 146.9.214.4 0 ######## ########
R_27QcsiiwDefault Res  Anonymous 130.91.37.2 0 ######## ########
R_1gwLkV5Default Res  Anonymous 209.249.11 0 ######## ########
R_3FIFWjkNDefault Res  Anonymous 159.240.11 0 ######## ########
R_3dKSTkMDefault Res  Anonymous 76.123.53.2 0 ######## ########
R_O0zujWnDefault Res  Anonymous 144.92.16.1 0 ######## ########
R_1CEeKfA Default Res  Anonymous 207.96.13.1 0 ######## ########
R_2UhMzP Default Res  Anonymous 159.240.11 0 ######## ########
R_3OlDt0LnDefault Res  Anonymous 66.41.134.2 0 ######## ########
R_2wMiKP Default Res  Anonymous 146.9.214.1 0 ######## ########
R_2B8mks3Default Res  Anonymous 130.154.0.2 0 ######## ########
R_2PpYelxuDefault Res  Anonymous 137.53.241 0 ######## ########
R_3fvpHG3Default Res  Anonymous 150.216.19 0 ######## ########
R_1KdWdv Default Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_3PsHqfzRDefault Res  Anonymous 157.139.10 0 ######## ########
R_SV7BEKkDefault Res  Anonymous 204.130.14 0 ######## ########
R_2uwlympDefault Res  Anonymous 199.125.16 0 ######## ########
R_1lrZtPTX Default Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_3Ld6Qqf Default Res  Anonymous 130.154.0.2 0 ######## ########
R_QiWiNyQDefault Res  Anonymous 206.35.36.2 0 ######## ########
R_3Rx7xlDHDefault Res  Anonymous 128.205.22 0 ######## ########
R_bftGUnfzDefault Res  Anonymous 170.173.0.2 0 ######## ########
R_3Gs8HSnDefault Res  Anonymous 66.212.65.6 0 ######## ########
R_3jSzSW0 Default Res  Anonymous 72.186.85.1 0 ######## ########
R_uxZwxnicDefault Res  Anonymous 66.57.39.34 0 ######## ########
R_8pomUODefault Res  Anonymous 192.231.13 0 ######## ########
R_29oC7IyIDefault Res  Anonymous 66.57.39.34 0 ######## ########
R_2Bswm8 Default Res  Anonymous 158.93.6.13 0 ######## ########
R_3QPCrIFpDefault Res  Anonymous 152.131.8.1 0 ######## ########
R_1KqlRwYDefault Res  Anonymous 47.20.19.15 0 ######## ########
R_2SJCHwXDefault Res  Anonymous 132.183.13 0 ######## ########
R_bfTAiXAUDefault Res  Anonymous 137.53.241 0 ######## ########
R_3fm9zB1Default Res  Anonymous 132.183.13 0 ######## ########
R_3lXPXGlLDefault Res  Anonymous 74.136.90.8 0 ######## ########
R_3ewqQd Default Res  Anonymous 198.217.64 0 ######## ########
R_5hH5DSTDefault Res  Anonymous 72.26.141.1 0 ######## ########
R_3I5fEuQODefault Res  Anonymous 184.3.245.1 0 ######## ########
R_1IW4qiHDefault Res  Anonymous 99.35.186.1 0 ######## ########
R_1LOTLGRDefault Res  Anonymous 96.245.110 0 ######## ########
R_2pRePZSDefault Res  Anonymous 137.197.23 0 ######## ########
R_1H77lSQ Default Res  Anonymous 104.160.51 0 ######## ########
R_29sNDAyDefault Res  Anonymous 173.77.215 0 ######## ########
R_2pRJCcB Default Res  Anonymous 108.2.170.1 0 ######## ########
R_3iUqpKK Default Res  Anonymous 174.62.218 0 ######## ########
R_2xJAWlZ Default Res  Anonymous 130.154.0.2 0 ######## ########
R_3CEmhnyDefault Res  Anonymous 149.142.10 0 ######## ########
R_2YWgfyQDefault Res  Anonymous 97.123.153 0 ######## ########
R_2CpssgETDefault Res  Anonymous 74.243.122 0 ######## ########
R_3MaFno Default Res  Anonymous 75.110.55.1 0 ######## ########
R_bD6q8LYDefault Res  Anonymous 170.223.20 0 ######## ########
R_0dFZEEv Default Res  Anonymous 67.99.175.2 0 ######## ########
R_ZDyVqH6Default Res  Anonymous 169.240.82 0 ######## ########
R_3kgInRqzDefault Res  Anonymous 173.226.56 0 ######## ########
R_8oKcyjrRDefault Res  Anonymous 130.91.37.1 0 ######## ########
R_vod5AlP Default Res  Anonymous 129.107.13 0 ######## ########
R_NUReN3 Default Res  Anonymous 132.183.21 0 ######## ########
R_Cai0aPgHDefault Res  Anonymous 137.197.23 0 ######## ########
R_agiIu4W Default Res  Anonymous 209.249.11 0 ######## ########
R_cT5mPuaDefault Res  Anonymous 152.2.89.23 0 ######## ########
R_1oBdmR Default Res  Anonymous 146.9.58.74 0 ######## ########
R_2v1FVhfXDefault Res  Anonymous 140.226.19 0 ######## ########
R_3OrxYbF Default Res  Anonymous 70.199.183 0 ######## ########
R_Zr731LXPDefault Res  Anonymous 128.195.65 0 ######## ########
R_3DuWy1 Default Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_1qgQL2GDefault Res  Anonymous 141.106.75 0 ######## ########
R_2ZWUTMDefault Res  Anonymous 206.176.18 0 ######## ########
R_2sdKs3u Default Res  Anonymous 144.92.16.1 0 ######## ########
R_r3xi20J9YDefault Res  Anonymous 192.254.1.7 0 ######## ########
R_1mtj6pZ Default Res  Anonymous 99.137.156 0 ######## ########
R_27DtNAMDefault Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_3EJU0HCDefault Res  Anonymous 130.154.3.2 0 ######## ########
R_W9fCkD5Default Res  Anonymous 71.204.246 0 ######## ########
R_2rYjD7eYDefault Res  Anonymous 162.129.44 0 ######## ########
R_3KovMmDefault Res  Anonymous 171.65.96.1 0 ######## ########
R_2zuwIzKLDefault Res  Anonymous 155.247.16 0 ######## ########
R_3NK7wUDefault Res  Anonymous 24.13.82.24 0 ######## ########
R_qO9FJO7Default Res  Anonymous 128.210.15 0 ######## ########
R_77kbP2NDefault Res  Anonymous 151.141.13 0 ######## ########
R_2zY2OGaDefault Res  Anonymous 160.129.56 0 ######## ########
R_1f11MzADefault Res  Anonymous 64.222.67.1 0 ######## ########
R_0VTSR4BDefault Res  Anonymous 165.123.24 0 ######## ########
R_6mbUq7 Default Res  Anonymous 165.123.24 0 ######## ########
R_1QEKrUf Default Res  Anonymous 162.245.16 0 ######## ########
R_2TtOiIO8Default Res  Anonymous 134.84.196 0 ######## ########
R_WrnLKljvDefault Res  Anonymous 206.176.18 0 ######## ########
R_w6GJXgcDefault Res  Anonymous 137.197.25 0 ######## ########
R_3e4wV40Default Res  Anonymous 130.219.23 0 ######## ########
R_2Cx3Mk0Default Res  Anonymous 75.18.205.1 0 ######## ########
R_ByyXstNwDefault Res  Anonymous 128.23.42.4 0 ######## ########
R_6ya1rQWDefault Res  Anonymous 73.183.94.4 0 ######## ########
R_3kcEdGg Default Res  Anonymous 104.7.22.22 0 ######## ########
R_1C7ToZeDefault Res  Anonymous 146.95.103 0 ######## ########
R_265RFQODefault Res  Anonymous 147.134.56 0 ######## ########
R_cD3owH Default Res  Anonymous 165.123.24 0 ######## ########
R_3iRvwKfuDefault Res  Anonymous 206.57.79.1 0 ######## ########
R_2Bbblcfz Default Res  Anonymous 67.128.140 0 ######## ########
R_3NKQY0 Default Res  Anonymous 159.178.20 0 ######## ########
R_aWUPbpDefault Res  Anonymous 162.129.25 0 ######## ########
R_1Q0MzE Default Res  Anonymous 198.17.30.1 0 ######## ########
R_2aPIEDe Default Res  Anonymous 165.134.46 0 ######## ########
R_3g289PADefault Res  Anonymous 73.20.152.9 0 ######## ########
R_aeKy566 Default Res  Anonymous 128.210.20 0 ######## ########
R_6VbUPU Default Res  Anonymous 170.163.11 0 ######## ########
R_1dKpX5SDefault Res  Anonymous 144.74.136 0 ######## ########
R_T79dZDkDefault Res  Anonymous 74.95.101.6 0 ######## ########
R_0vrZpYbCDefault Res  Anonymous 74.117.136 0 ######## ########
R_1hQl8qP Default Res  Anonymous 155.247.16 0 ######## ########
R_1Hc80ro Default Res  Anonymous 67.142.235 0 ######## ########
R_10Ui9b2 Default Res  Anonymous 71.232.188 0 ######## ########
R_3fQbYgp Default Res  Anonymous 134.174.11 0 ######## ########
R_2SDGtjU Default Res  Anonymous 69.24.155.5 0 ######## ########
R_3nPFg8n Default Res  Anonymous 130.91.59.2 0 ######## ########
R_03dtKhb Default Res  Anonymous 170.173.0.2 0 ######## ########
R_3LbF0mGDefault Res  Anonymous 66.194.118 0 ######## ########
R_1ddmVK Default Res  Anonymous 23.122.200 0 ######## ########
R_2AKD17oDefault Res  Anonymous 54.148.44.1 0 ######## ########
R_AFXYFGuDefault Res  Anonymous 156.111.21 0 ######## ########
R_eQC97JTDefault Res  Anonymous 170.163.20 0 ######## ########
R_1Fs95wWDefault Res  Anonymous 54.174.77.1 0 ######## ########
R_3gNS1HRDefault Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_1gvzjdGtDefault Res  Anonymous 98.221.240 0 ######## ########
R_2cqqIhZaDefault Res  Anonymous 166.175.18 0 ######## ########
R_22zTdU2Default Res  Anonymous 38.111.58.1 0 ######## ########
R_3hrVKBXDefault Res  Anonymous 192.231.71 0 ######## ########
R_uaeQ866Default Res  Anonymous 69.24.155.5 0 ######## ########
R_Qp2Rzm Default Res  Anonymous 38.70.18.7 0 ######## ########
R_2cwQwXDefault Res  Anonymous 73.213.205 0 ######## ########
R_2Et6O6mDefault Res  Anonymous 50.24.66.18 0 ######## ########
R_1rluLDv0Default Res  Anonymous 205.178.41 0 ######## ########
R_2EH2vjQ Default Res  Anonymous 159.14.243 0 ######## ########
R_3lAdiiK5ODefault Res  Anonymous 141.211.15 0 ######## ########
R_12hApVKDefault Res  Anonymous 64.111.15.1 0 ######## ########
R_6mJMBtxDefault Res  Anonymous 128.206.46 0 ######## ########
R_3hhI5ub7Default Res  Anonymous 192.231.13 0 ######## ########
R_bQkhHSHDefault Res  Anonymous 74.115.70.2 0 ######## ########
R_Olj6qSTpDefault Res  Anonymous 157.182.10 0 ######## ########
R_2TMOBWDefault Res  Anonymous 144.74.1.79 0 ######## ########
R_1LO4CYBDefault Res  Anonymous 209.249.11 0 ######## ########
R_40Z6QAADefault Res  Anonymous 144.74.1.79 0 ######## ########
R_2taEgdx6Default Res  Anonymous 209.21.117 0 ######## ########
R_2QL0RjD Default Res  Anonymous 72.91.242.1 0 ######## ########
R_ZwKZfEjMDefault Res  Anonymous 68.174.115 0 ######## ########
R_8cOF00yDefault Res  Anonymous 192.234.10 0 ######## ########
R_25Z0zvG Default Res  Anonymous 192.231.71 0 ######## ########
R_25G98RGDefault Res  Anonymous 130.219.23 0 ######## ########
R_23WgsCvDefault Res  Anonymous 69.24.155.5 0 ######## ########
R_VON8NqDefault Res  Anonymous 198.49.222 0 ######## ########
R_2b3RmY Default Res  Anonymous 130.154.3.2 0 ######## ########
R_0rcBenB Default Res  Anonymous 104.1.84.17 0 ######## ########
R_siITIcADoDefault Res  Anonymous 74.8.80.62 0 ######## ########
R_29sSeTODefault Res  Anonymous 206.192.16 0 ######## ########
R_SC4dBKKDefault Res  Anonymous 128.205.18 0 ######## ########
R_30kmoU Default Res  Anonymous 192.83.232 0 ######## ########
R_2WOTW Default Res  Anonymous 134.174.21 0 ######## ########
R_3qqlu7PODefault Res  Anonymous 134.174.11 0 ######## ########
R_2Cp1nceDefault Res  Anonymous 173.226.56 0 ######## ########
R_3EQ4iZ7 Default Res  Anonymous 66.64.73.20 0 ######## ########
R_2zHgWG Default Res  Anonymous 216.255.10 0 ######## ########
R_4I6MugxDefault Res  Anonymous 192.234.10 0 ######## ########
R_3G6rmAZDefault Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_1QKpJ96Default Res  Anonymous 173.74.181 0 ######## ########
R_4O6DoB Default Res  Anonymous 165.123.24 0 ######## ########
R_262Vx2YDefault Res  Anonymous 71.178.214 0 ######## ########
R_3lo0P3wDefault Res  Anonymous 132.183.21 0 ######## ########
R_1SxNbFv Default Res  Anonymous 207.96.13.1 0 ######## ########
R_1dMp5tFDefault Res  Anonymous 192.254.1.7 0 ######## ########
R_3dWdn8 Default Res  Anonymous 159.240.11 0 ######## ########
R_28zK4xe Default Res  Anonymous 137.197.78 0 ######## ########
R_dgPuAgnDefault Res  Anonymous 144.30.83.2 0 ######## ########
R_ZmXNVwDefault Res  Anonymous 144.30.0.12 0 ######## ########
R_3EMc0Q Default Res  Anonymous 132.170.15 0 ######## ########
R_1DJ8WH Default Res  Anonymous 54.148.44.1 0 ######## ########
R_3HCEX1WDefault Res  Anonymous 139.52.152 0 ######## ########
R_ApPtoxWDefault Res  Anonymous 155.247.16 0 ######## ########
R_2TplPcdJDefault Res  Anonymous 129.2.60.24 0 ######## ########
R_9oWGCjjDefault Res  Anonymous 199.125.16 0 ######## ########
R_2axiTbEcDefault Res  Anonymous 134.174.21 0 ######## ########
R_27kD9f1 Default Res  Anonymous 70.197.230 0 ######## ########
R_3C6eDcTDefault Res  Anonymous 206.35.36.2 0 ######## ########
R_9RXBqIR Default Res  Anonymous 209.249.11 0 ######## ########
R_ROxGC2bDefault Res  Anonymous 162.129.25 0 ######## ########
R_3NImm6Default Res  Anonymous 69.175.159 0 ######## ########
R_214G94gDefault Res  Anonymous 69.24.154.5 0 ######## ########
R_3lQ74G1Default Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_5gUe64cDefault Res  Anonymous 128.164.16 0 ######## ########
R_42658pSDefault Res  Anonymous 98.237.157 0 ######## ########
R_3GB1qXVDefault Res  Anonymous 204.110.0.1 0 ######## ########
R_3n14j6gIDefault Res  Anonymous 209.21.126 0 ######## ########
R_O1CDaFDDefault Res  Anonymous 132.239.13 0 ######## ########
R_1OPkHhYDefault Res  Anonymous 69.161.253 0 ######## ########
R_1f3hjMwDefault Res  Anonymous 108.209.15 0 ######## ########
R_9RBVIdS Default Res  Anonymous 172.56.10.1 0 ######## ########
R_a96Dmb Default Res  Anonymous 107.194.17 0 ######## ########
R_2wig6HPDefault Res  Anonymous 155.52.208 0 ######## ########
R_UhXeKQjDefault Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_2VwJoCxDefault Res  Anonymous 69.85.201.2 0 ######## ########
R_PzIDve1UDefault Res  Anonymous 199.125.16 0 ######## ########
R_2qyLLqa Default Res  Anonymous 159.240.11 0 ######## ########
R_11YiTpfs Default Res  Anonymous 146.9.214.4 0 ######## ########
R_1ZIzrfNzzDefault Res  Anonymous 24.188.134 0 ######## ########
R_u9TerrbI Default Res  Anonymous 167.244.21 0 ######## ########
R_1DAVFZ7Default Res  Anonymous 192.206.21 0 ######## ########
R_pJI0TYNpDefault Res  Anonymous 72.209.3.10 0 ######## ########
R_uwfQML Default Res  Anonymous 150.212.13 0 ######## ########
R_1gOwGh Default Res  Anonymous 146.115.13 0 ######## ########
R_1hQnkfBDefault Res  Anonymous 69.24.154.5 0 ######## ########
R_2ZE0rz7JDefault Res  Anonymous 159.14.243 0 ######## ########
R_1CgChM Default Res  Anonymous 128.147.64 0 ######## ########
R_sTYMqRgDefault Res  Anonymous 50.204.9.15 0 ######## ########
R_5jRzh0AnDefault Res  Anonymous 73.36.32.23 0 ######## ########
R_ZyqIIdY6 Default Res  Anonymous 128.227.16 0 ######## ########
R_bDfnDxADefault Res  Anonymous 173.226.56 0 ######## ########
R_9NZXdyl Default Res  Anonymous 204.110.0.1 0 ######## ########
R_5gUEzbQDefault Res  Anonymous 209.249.11 0 ######## ########
R_8cBTG4aDefault Res  Anonymous 159.14.241 0 ######## ########
R_2vY3SvvgDefault Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_2e4ZWIpDefault Res  Anonymous 208.69.133 0 ######## ########
R_2Vandjb Default Res  Anonymous 134.68.203 0 ######## ########
R_C3nVBJ3 Default Res  Anonymous 160.129.61 0 ######## ########
R_2YGu89LDefault Res  Anonymous 158.93.6.11 0 ######## ########
R_3Mo1UlxDefault Res  Anonymous 128.6.37.22 0 ######## ########
R_1Qa7JGnDefault Res  Anonymous 139.137.12 0 ######## ########
R_XzxXEtfibDefault Res  Anonymous 130.189.17 0 ######## ########
R_2c2Ba7ODefault Res  Anonymous 143.111.84 0 ######## ########
R_3MgR85 Default Res  Anonymous 170.140.97 0 ######## ########
R_z5VrkZTgDefault Res  Anonymous 150.212.13 0 ######## ########
R_216tvgP8Default Res  Anonymous 128.210.20 0 ######## ########
R_12nUXMDefault Res  Anonymous 146.9.242.1 0 ######## ########
R_u4BwRTXDefault Res  Anonymous 128.91.142 0 ######## ########
R_3ezVxLinDefault Res  Anonymous 69.175.159 0 ######## ########
R_DMNGrkDefault Res  Anonymous 67.99.175.2 0 ######## ########
R_006HQEpDefault Res  Anonymous 199.231.28 0 ######## ########
R_1NCduQ Default Res  Anonymous 173.48.139 0 ######## ########
R_5jvSJ5VoDefault Res  Anonymous 204.130.14 0 ######## ########
R_4VN23BCDefault Res  Anonymous 170.223.15 0 ######## ########
R_yr6y792gDefault Res  Anonymous 131.230.23 0 ######## ########
R_1geEupF Default Res  Anonymous 173.226.56 0 ######## ########
R_RWazSqfDefault Res  Anonymous 72.49.63.11 0 ######## ########
R_Qj3FSEFIDefault Res  Anonymous 152.2.171.1 0 ######## ########
R_s6HOf4f5Default Res  Anonymous 98.232.16.2 0 ######## ########
R_2pYsPPfHDefault Res  Anonymous 157.142.23 0 ######## ########
R_vVPBNBGDefault Res  Anonymous 156.145.67 0 ######## ########
R_1jj1L8xFJDefault Res  Anonymous 129.59.115 0 ######## ########
R_8GGaRBrDefault Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_3QDX2SmDefault Res  Anonymous 155.41.230 0 ######## ########
R_3hzFdC9 Default Res  Anonymous 70.194.71.7 0 ######## ########
R_2rxAppzrDefault Res  Anonymous 129.252.69 0 ######## ########
R_1Kg0F7u Default Res  Anonymous 170.223.20 0 ######## ########
R_1cSpMFWDefault Res  Anonymous 137.197.10 0 ######## ########
R_3EMzAp Default Res  Anonymous 160.129.55 0 ######## ########
R_pRDl6BQDefault Res  Anonymous 130.108.10 0 ######## ########
R_d5smZzibDefault Res  Anonymous 208.69.133 0 ######## ########
R_0SC3pwTDefault Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_29pwjCZ Default Res  Anonymous 69.24.154.5 0 ######## ########
R_eyqTmLzDefault Res  Anonymous 131.249.80 0 ######## ########
R_2fBxdgBQDefault Res  Anonymous 50.201.47.1 0 ######## ########
R_O38cKV6Default Res  Anonymous 192.254.1.7 0 ######## ########
R_8prqvbsGDefault Res  Anonymous 155.247.16 0 ######## ########
R_3Enl3PFQDefault Res  Anonymous 128.169.2.7 0 ######## ########
R_3KqFTNI Default Res  Anonymous 152.131.10 0 ######## ########
R_D62aQQ Default Res  Anonymous 130.154.3.2 0 ######## ########
R_411QGinDefault Res  Anonymous 69.24.155.5 0 ######## ########
R_p5Yza8a Default Res  Anonymous 165.134.20 0 ######## ########
R_3DnKX6VDefault Res  Anonymous 70.193.9.24 0 ######## ########
R_UFmNq5Default Res  Anonymous 130.154.0.2 0 ######## ########
R_3koc420 Default Res  Anonymous 192.254.1.7 0 ######## ########
R_0NSZlPTHDefault Res  Anonymous 128.148.10 0 ######## ########
R_3OWBV9Default Res  Anonymous 130.154.11 0 ######## ########
R_1n3DF3DDefault Res  Anonymous 146.79.254 0 ######## ########
R_Y3pVMh Default Res  Anonymous 149.142.10 0 ######## ########
R_b9sahhJWDefault Res  Anonymous 130.154.3.2 0 ######## ########
R_2QxL2vVDefault Res  Anonymous 137.197.74 0 ######## ########
R_1MLPxohDefault Res  Anonymous 208.224.8.3 0 ######## ########
R_sMASLDEDefault Res  Anonymous 151.112.62 0 ######## ########
R_111uzvo Default Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_1luhxcpqDefault Res  Anonymous 162.129.44 0 ######## ########
R_1pGpQJVDefault Res  Anonymous 129.24.215 0 ######## ########
R_3kGPf4T Default Res  Anonymous 206.196.18 0 ######## ########
R_2ALTYmlDefault Res  Anonymous 132.170.19 0 ######## ########
R_vSOlwYhDefault Res  Anonymous 144.74.53.1 0 ######## ########
R_1cYOyUdDefault Res  Anonymous 130.219.23 0 ######## ########
R_3Jn3sZHCDefault Res  Anonymous 192.254.1.7 0 ######## ########
R_NUCY1JlJDefault Res  Anonymous 144.74.136 0 ######## ########
R_3ygSrOxpDefault Res  Anonymous 69.89.106.2 0 ######## ########
R_2P4ByoaDefault Res  Anonymous 162.231.20 0 ######## ########
R_3O0xnBODefault Res  Anonymous 147.140.23 0 ######## ########
R_1DYAjPVDefault Res  Anonymous 65.60.241.2 0 ######## ########
R_1FPx0r2XDefault Res  Anonymous 130.91.194 0 ######## ########
R_3gNqu25Default Res  Anonymous 75.62.22.20 0 ######## ########
R_2rpcxvCwDefault Res  Anonymous 128.169.2.6 0 ######## ########
R_3ManAS Default Res  Anonymous 74.117.136 0 ######## ########
R_W1XwNaDefault Res  Anonymous 71.203.72.6 0 ######## ########
R_2D6VwfRDefault Res  Anonymous 65.79.229.1 0 ######## ########
R_2YRPnoLDefault Res  Anonymous 162.129.25 0 ######## ########
R_2D8lJtZn Default Res  Anonymous 149.142.20 0 ######## ########
R_2fdi3tfgwDefault Res  Anonymous 130.154.3.2 0 ######## ########
R_1jVfUz2J Default Res  Anonymous 130.154.3.2 0 ######## ########
R_elX4eAU Default Res  Anonymous 74.117.136 0 ######## ########
R_3luI6yNcDefault Res  Anonymous 150.216.21 0 ######## ########
R_1pPyl0b9Default Res  Anonymous 138.26.249 0 ######## ########
R_wLY56DbDefault Res  Anonymous 97.86.12.14 0 ######## ########
R_2YV3xBWDefault Res  Anonymous 108.56.255 0 ######## ########
R_3q9yd7c Default Res  Anonymous 146.186.96 0 ######## ########
R_22P7kek Default Res  Anonymous 134.174.25 0 ######## ########
R_1ezpwc8Default Res  Anonymous 74.129.253 0 ######## ########
R_33DRK9VDefault Res  Anonymous 140.254.23 0 ######## ########
R_2z6MLbLDefault Res  Anonymous 198.17.30.1 0 ######## ########
R_2Y94SmFDefault Res  Anonymous 129.252.69 0 ######## ########
R_1dMrppLDefault Res  Anonymous 192.240.44 0 ######## ########
R_3oY3HIe Default Res  Anonymous 138.26.248 0 ######## ########
R_2VI2Ih2J Default Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_24dZqC3Default Res  Anonymous 162.129.44 0 ######## ########
R_wT8TNXgDefault Res  Anonymous 166.170.34 0 ######## ########
R_1qaiW10Default Res  Anonymous 192.55.208 0 ######## ########
R_1hz1vIm Default Res  Anonymous 192.55.208 0 ######## ########
R_3smpCZODefault Res  Anonymous 143.111.84 0 ######## ########
R_6ePjRRlmDefault Res  Anonymous 130.49.250 0 ######## ########
R_31gFEUwDefault Res  Anonymous 69.24.155.5 0 ######## ########
R_2VQQ6d Default Res  Anonymous 173.226.56 0 ######## ########
R_YWVoO2Default Res  Anonymous 129.255.1.1 0 ######## ########
R_VIOLy0vnDefault Res  Anonymous 144.74.136 0 ######## ########
R_8rnDOVZDefault Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_2zHFISw Default Res  Anonymous 129.252.69 0 ######## ########
R_1EhS2uqDefault Res  Anonymous 206.35.36.2 0 ######## ########
R_1CKO9PcDefault Res  Anonymous 73.181.89.8 0 ######## ########
R_eMe0a2eDefault Res  Anonymous 128.252.16 0 ######## ########
R_1Hd7iZa3Default Res  Anonymous 130.49.174 0 ######## ########
R_2rU5cAbDefault Res  Anonymous 67.165.54.2 0 ######## ########
R_cHA9r8T Default Res  Anonymous 74.117.136 0 ######## ########
R_1eLTnHqDefault Res  Anonymous 205.142.19 0 ######## ########
R_xox3WpjDefault Res  Anonymous 206.35.36.2 0 ######## ########
R_7aOTnjmDefault Res  Anonymous 67.98.222.1 0 ######## ########
R_OjstquWDefault Res  Anonymous 198.174.11 0 ######## ########
R_3CIeTQtvDefault Res  Anonymous 24.107.82.1 0 ######## ########
R_UDrfSmhDefault Res  Anonymous 132.198.83 0 ######## ########
R_3phus22 Default Res  Anonymous 167.244.21 0 ######## ########
R_3k0LMaZDefault Res  Anonymous 70.192.12.2 0 ######## ########
R_3qe2MNDefault Res  Anonymous 69.121.50.1 0 ######## ########
R_2YeNmIxDefault Res  Anonymous 141.211.32 0 ######## ########
R_2Et38Rd Default Res  Anonymous 128.169.2.7 0 ######## ########
R_2VF5n7GDefault Res  Anonymous 136.165.15 0 ######## ########
R_79Z6EYk Default Res  Anonymous 50.201.47.1 0 ######## ########
R_2V2bkzl5Default Res  Anonymous 108.184.82 0 ######## ########
R_6neXwgoDefault Res  Anonymous 69.24.155.5 0 ######## ########
R_1QylxyFXDefault Res  Anonymous 164.111.79 0 ######## ########
R_2TzMmUDefault Res  Anonymous 128.210.20 0 ######## ########
R_RXNQqh Default Res  Anonymous 162.199.22 0 ######## ########
R_1ikbJgwsDefault Res  Anonymous 155.49.54.8 0 ######## ########
R_DpFep7PDefault Res  Anonymous 159.14.241 0 ######## ########
R_21htFOnDefault Res  Anonymous 158.93.6.11 0 ######## ########
R_85GnYqhDefault Res  Anonymous 155.247.16 0 ######## ########
R_6WhY7K Default Res  Anonymous 159.14.241 0 ######## ########
R_3D6YEXI Default Res  Anonymous 129.176.19 0 ######## ########
R_1r1Cpy8 Default Res  Anonymous 206.192.16 0 ######## ########
R_1ML1Az7Default Res  Anonymous 70.88.170.1 0 ######## ########
R_AyWECzxDefault Res  Anonymous 199.184.12 0 ######## ########
R_1G1K72mDefault Res  Anonymous 146.9.214.1 0 ######## ########
R_1oq0Jd7 Default Res  Anonymous 75.130.152 0 ######## ########
R_TtJgzGOhDefault Res  Anonymous 24.111.76.1 0 ######## ########
R_2VqlYJfmDefault Res  Anonymous 128.103.13 0 ######## ########
R_3nUykwJDefault Res  Anonymous 108.16.9.12 0 ######## ########
R_1kS3dSNDefault Res  Anonymous 130.154.3.2 0 ######## ########
R_3gXfFszZ Default Res  Anonymous 137.197.10 0 ######## ########
R_C9covvR Default Res  Anonymous 134.174.25 0 ######## ########
R_1kFkI1K3Default Res  Anonymous 149.166.16 0 ######## ########
R_1178BAhDefault Res  Anonymous 74.117.136 0 ######## ########
R_DJjRB28TDefault Res  Anonymous 216.68.250 0 ######## ########
R_55Uu1qaDefault Res  Anonymous 1 ######## ########
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1 Surgery dep        2 1 1 3 3
1 contracept   3 1 1 2 2
2 3 1 4 4
1 Epidemiolo   3 1 1 4 4
3 1 1 4 4
3 1 1 2 2
3 1 1 2 3
3 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 5 4
1 1 Anesthesio 2 1 1 4 3
1 Pulmonary 3 1 1 2 1
1 Internal Me     3 2 1 2 2
1 2 1 1 2 2
2 2 1 4 4
3 1 1 4 2
3 1 1 2 2
2 1 1
3 1 1 3 3
1 None 1 3 1 1 5
1 Body comp 2 1 1 2 2
1 Rehabilitat  2 2 1 4 4
1 PT 2 1 1 5 2
2 1 1 2 2
1 Do not enro      1 3 1 3 3
1 3 1 1 3 3
1 2 1 4 4
1 2 1 1 3 3
1 School of p  2 1 1 4 4
1 1 Public Heal 2 1 1 3 3
1 radiology 2 2 1 2 2
1 Facial Plast  2 2 1 4 3
2 1 1 3 2
1 2 1 1 3 3
1 Infectious D 3 1 1 4 4
2 2 1 3 3
2 2 1 5 5
1 2 1 1 2 2
3 1 1 4 3
3 1 1 2 2
3 2 1 2 2
1 Psychology 2 1 1 3 2
1 Gerontolog 2 2 1 4 3
2 1 1 2 2
1 Pulmonary 3 1 1 2 2
3 1 1 3 3
3 1 1 4 4
1 1 psych 2 1 1 3 3
1 1 Internal Me 2 1 1 4 2
1 IM,orthope 3 1 1 4 4
1 neuroendo 3 2 1 2 3
3 1 1 2 2
1 rheumatolo 2 1 1 3 3
1 Renal Trans 2 2 1 3 3
3 1 1 3 2
1 2 1
1 dermatolog 3 2 1 4 4
3 1 1 2 2
1 Obesity 3 1 1 2 2
1 Behavioral 2 1 1 4 3
1 2 1 1 5 2
1 Infectious D 2 1 1 3 3
1 Preventive 2 2 1 5 3
1 1 1 4 4
3 1 1 3 3
3 1 1 5 5
2 1 1 5 5
1 Pediatric G    3 1 1 3 3
1 Neuropsych 2 1 1 2 2
1 1
1 IRB 1 1 2 2
1 2 1 1 4 3
1 otology & a 2 2 1 4 3
2 1 1 3 3
2 2 1 4 4
2 1 1 2 2
2 2 1 4 4
1 1 burn 2 2 1 2 3
1 ENT 2 1 1 3 3
3 1 1 4 3
3 1 1 2 2
1 plastic/han  2 1 1 3 3
1 n/a 1 2 1 4 4
1 Nephrology 2 1 1 3 2
1 3 1 1 5 5
2 1 1 5 2
1 1 3 3
2 1 1 2 2
2 1 1 3 3
3 1 1 4 2
1 otolaryngo 2 1 1 4 3
1 N/A 2 2 1 3 2
2 1 1 3 2
1 1 HIV/infectio  2 1 1 3 3
1 Nephrology 2 1 1 2 2
1 Alcohol Res  2 1 1 2 2
2 2 1 4 4
1 Ortho 3 1 1 2 2
3 1 1 2 2
1 Otolaryngo 2 2 1 4 4
1 Critical Care 2 1 1 3 3
1 1 2 1 1 4 3
1 public healt 2 1 1 4 4
3 1 1 3 3
3 2 1 4 2
1 Inpatient m 2 2 1 3 3
1 exercise 2 1 1 3 3
1 All departm       1 2 1
1 Pediatric Cr  3 1 1 2 2
1 Public Heal 2 1 1 2 2
3 1 1 3 2
1 transplant 2 2 1 2 2
3 1 1 4 3
1 I conduct in         2 1 1 5 5
1 Hematolog 1 2 1 1 1
1 Neurosurge 3 1 1 2 2
1 infectious d 2 1 1 2 2
2 1 1 3 2
1 audiology 3 2 1 4 4
2 1 1 2 2
3 1 1 4 3
3 1 1 4 3
3 1 1 3 3
3 2 1 4 4
1 1
2 1 1 4 4
2 2 1 4 3
2 3 1 2 2
1
1 Public Heal 2 1 1 4 3
1 GI, Radiolog 3 2 1 2 2
2 2 1 3 4
1 Public Heal 2 1 1 3 3
3 1 1 4 3
1 gastroente 2 1 1 2 2
2 2 1 3 2
3 1 1 3 3
1 Pulmonary   3 1 1 2 2
1 Nursing 2 1 1 4 3
1 1 3 1 1 2 2
3 1 1 5 3
1 Pulmonary   3 2 1 2 2
2 2 1 2 2
3 2 1 4 4
3 1 1 3 3
1 Basic Scien 2 1 1 2 2
1 Public healt 2 1 1
1 1 3 1 1 5 4
2 2 1 4 4
3 1 1 4 4
1 SLP 2 1 1 4 4
1 2 1
1 3 1 1 5 4
2 1 1 4 3
3 1 1 2 2
2 2 1 2 2
1 Preventive 2 1 1 4 3
1 ID 1 3 1 3 3
1 Infectious d 3 2 1 3 2
2 2 1 2 2
1 1 4 4
1 1
2 1 1 3 3
1 Clinical Nut 2 2 1 2 2
1 PT 2 2 1 3 3
1 1 School of P  3 1 1 3 3
2 1 1 3 2
1 1 3 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 2 2
2 1 1 4 3
1 none 1 2 1 2 1
1 Neonatolog 2 1 1 5 4
1 Rheumatol 2 1 1 4 4
3 1 1 4 4
1 Otolaryngo 1 2 1
1 Allied Healt      2 2 1 4 3
2 1 1 4 4
1 3 1 1 3 2
1 none 1 1 1 4 4
1 HIV 3 1 1 3 2
3 1 1 4 5
1 1 4 4
1 3 1 1 3 2
1 Radiology 2 1 1 4 3
1 Genetics 3 2 1 4 3
1 N/A 1 1 1 2 2
1 3 1 1 3 3
1 Hepatology 3 2 1 3 3
3 1 1 2 2
2 1 1 2 2
2 1 1 4 4
1 Epidemiolo 2 1 1 4 3
1 Allergy Imm  3 1 1 2 2
1 ENT 2 2 1 3 2
2 1 1 4 2
1 3 1 1 5 4
1 2 1 1 4 3
1 Epidemiolo   2 3 1 3 3
2 2 1 3 3
2 2 1 4 2
2 1 1 2 2
1 ophthalmo 3 1 1 4 4
2 1 1 3 3
1 Gi 2 3 1 2 2
3 1 1 2 2
1 Pulmonary 2 1 1 4 3
3 1 1 4 4
1 2 1 4 4
1 none 1 2 1
1 1 gerontolog 2 2 1 3 3
1 plastic surg 2 1 1 4 4
3 1 1 3 3
2 2 1 3 3
1 Ophthalmo 2 1 1 2 2
1 2 1 1 4 4
3 1 1 4 3
2 1 1 4 4
1 3 1 1 2 2
3 2 1 2 2
1 Public Heal 2 1 1 2 2
1 Allergy and 2 1 1 4 3
1 We do not                          2 1 1 5 5
3 1 1 3 3
1 2 1 1 2 2
3 1 1 4 3
1 none 1 1
1 2 1 2 2
1 none of the 2 1 1 3 3
1 Ortho 1 2 1 3 3
1 2 1 1 3 3
1 2 1 1 4 2
1 Nursing Res 2 1 1 5 2
1 GI 3 1 1 2 1
3 1 1 5 4
1 research 2 1 1 4 4
2 1 1 2 2
1 2 1 1 4 3
1 Hospital M 2 1 1 2 2
2 1 1 3 3
2 3 1 3 3
1 2 2 1 3 3
1 2 1 1 4 5
1 Internation   3 1 1 2 2
1 Internal Me 2 1 1 3 3
1 Behavioral 2 1 1 2 2
2 1 1 2 2
1 Behavioral 2 1 1 2 2
1 nephrology 3 1 1 2 2
1 Behavioral,   2 1 1 4 3
1 3 2 1 5 4
3 1 1 5 5
1 2 1
2 1 1 3 3
1 oversee for   3 1 1 4 4
2 1 1 3 3
1 2 1 1 4 4
3 1 1 3 3
1 Neuropsych 3 1 1 4 4
1 3 1 1 4 3
1 2 1 1 4 3
1 all of the ab 2 1 1 2 2
1 Rheumatol 3 1 1 3 3
3 1 1 2 2
2 1 1 3 3
3 1 1 2 2
1 Medicine 2 2 1 4 4
3 2 1 4 4
3 3 1 2 2
2 1 1 2 2
1 3 1 1 4 4
2 1 1 3 3
3 1 1 4 3
1 I don't cond     1 2 1
2 2 1 4 3
3 1 1 3 3
2 2 1 3 3
1 infectious d 3 1 1 2 2
2 1 1 3 2
3 1 1 3 3
1 none 1 1
1 Critical Care 3 2 1 2 2
1 prevention   2 1 1 5 4
3 1 1 4 3
2 1 1 4 3
1 2 1 1 3 3
1 General int  3 1 1 3 3
1 1 3 1 3 3
1 Any HIV-rel      3 1 1
1 any study t                    3 1 1 3 3
2 1 1 4 3
1 gastroente 2 2 1 2 1
3 1 1 4 4
1 Surgery 2 1 1 4 4
1 2 3 1 4 3
1 Cancer Prev   2 1 1 4 4
1 2 1 1 4 2
1 otology 2 1 1 3 2
2 1 1 3 2
1 community 2 1 1 4 4
2 2 1 4 3
2 1 1 2 2
2 2 1 3 3
2 2 1 4 5
1 I do not en  1 2 1 3 3
2 1 1 3 3
2 1 1 3 3
2 1 1 4 3
1 None 1 2 1 5 4
2 1 1 2 2
2 2 1 4 4
3 1 1 4 3
1 Orthopedic 3 1 1 3 2
1 1 2 1 1 4 4
3 1 1 4 3
1 Pediatric en 3 1 1 5 4
1 3 1 1 5 5
1 Pediatric H 2 1 1 4 4
3 1 1 3 3
2 1 1 5 4
1 I don't enro  1 2 1 2 1
3 1 1 2 2
1 Infectious d 2 1 1 2 2
2 1 1 5 5
1 Pulmonolog 2 1 1 4 4
2 2 1 3 3
3 1 1 4 2
1 pediatric sp     3 2 1 5 5
3 2 1 4 3
1
2 1 1 2 2
1 Cancer Con 2 1 1 5 5
1 Public Heal 2 2
2 1
1 2 2
1 None of the 1 2
1 internal me 1 2
1 2
1 1 2
1 None 3 1 1 4 4
1
1 School of Public Health 1
2 1
3 1 1 3 3
1 Medicine /  3 1
1 N/A 1 2
1 None 1 2
1 ID 2 1 1 4 4
1 none.  My r        1 1 1 4 4
1
2 2 1 4 3
1 nephrology 2 1
1 2
1 I don't enro     1 1
1 1
1 Pulmonary/ 3 1 1 3 1
1 Radiology 2 1
1 I don't 3 1
1 n/a 1 1 5 3
1 Any corporate-sponsor  2 1 3 3
3 1
1 obesity res 1 2
1 ophthalmo 3 1
1 1 3 1 1 3 3





1 3 1 1 4 4
1
1 none 1 2
1 Urology 2 2 1 2 1
1 biomedical 3 1
1 I don't enro  1 1 1
1 IRB 1 3
3 1 1 3 3
1 Orthopaed 3 2 1 4 3
2 1 1 2 1
1 Psychology    2 1 1 4 4
1 Orthopedic 3 1
1 Our popula     2 2
1 the preferr     1 3
1
1 3
1 Peds pulmo 2 2 1 2 2
1 none 1 2
1 3 1 3
3 1 1 2 2
1 Adolescent 2 1
1 1 2
3 1
1 none 1 3
1 Public healt 2 1 1 4 4




2 2 1 4 4
2 1
1 critical care 2 1
2 3 1 4 4
1 none 1 2
3 2
1 physical the 2 2 1 3 4
1 1 1 1 2 3
1 Cell Biology  2 2 1
1
1 health serv  2 1
1 Health Edu   1 2
1 Pulmonary 2 1
2 1 1 2 3
1 1 1
1 none 1 3 1
1 None 1 2
1 Gastroente 2 1
1 None 1 2
2 1 1 2 2
3 1
1 do not enro      1 1
3 1
1 n/a 1 2 1 3 3




1 none 1 3
2 1 1 2 2
1 None 1 2
1 Dental/ENT 2 2 1 4 3
2 1 1 3 2





3 1 1 1 1
1 2
1 College of N 2 1 1 4 4
1 None 2 1
3 1
1 dermatolog 3 3 1 3 2
3 1 1 4 3
1 1 1 4 3
1 3 1 3 3
1 RAdiology 2 1 1 3 3
1 pulmonary 2 1 1 3 3
1 Anesthesia 3 1 1 5 4
1 PMR and p 2 2 1 3 3
3 2 1 2 2
3 2 1 4 4
2 1 1 4 3
1 N/A 1 2 1
1 general inte  2 1 1 2 2
1 1 1 All Departm   3 1 1 2 3
1 Public healt 1 2 1 4 3
1 Surgery 2 1 1 3 3
1 I do not pe   1 2 1 3 3
3 1 1 4 4
3 1 1 4 4
2 1 1 5 5
3 1 1 4 4
1 Research C 3 1 1 4 3
2 1 1 3 3
2 2 1 3 3
2 1 1 4 4
1 3 1 4 3
1 public healt 2 1 1 4 4
2 2 1 4 3
1 Community 2 1 1 3 3
1 . 3 3 1
1 Orthopaed 2 2 1 3 3
1 1 ortho 2 1 1 5 1
1 Radiation o 3 1 1 2 4
1
3 1 1 4 2
2 1 1 4 4
1 Dermatolog 3 1 1 4
3 1 1 4 5
1 Rehabilitat 2 1 1 5 4
2 2 1 2 2
1 Asthma/All 1 3 1 2 2
1 2 1 1 3 2
1 orthopedic 2 1 1 3 4
1 HIV 2 1 1 2 3
1 anesthesio 2 2 1 4 2
1 public healt 2 1 1 2 2
3 1 1 4 4
1 1 2 1 4 4
1 geriatric 2 1 1 4 2
1 Hematolog 3 1 1 2 2
1 Genetics 2 2 1 5 3
1 2 1 1 4 4
1
1 Occupation    2 1 1 3 3
2 1 1 4 3
1 1 1 3 3
2 2 1 3 3
1 ENT 2 2 1 5 4
1 3 1 3 3
1 1 1 3 3
1 2 2 1 4 3
2 1 1 3 2
3 1 1 3 3
1 Community 2 2 1 2 2
1 2 1 4 4
1 Public Heal 1 2 1 4 4
1 Public Heal 2 1 1 4 4
3 1 1 3 2
3 1 1 3 3
1 Internal Me 2 1 1 2 2
3 1 1 3 3
1 tuberculosi 3 1 1 3 3
1 3 1 4 4
1 Behavioral 2 1 1 4 3
1 Clients from  3 1 1 4 4
1 1
2 2 1 2 2
3 1 1 2 2
1 Ophthalmo 3 1 1 5 4
2 1 1 4 4
1 citical care 3 1 1 2 2
2 1 1 3 2
1 Medicine - 3 1 1 2 2
3 1 1 5 2
3 1 1 1 2
1 3 1 1 1
2 1 1 3 3
3 1 1 2 2
1 Anesthesia 2 1 1 3 3
2 1 1 5 4
2 1 1 5 5
1 CLinical Mic    3 1 1 2 2
2 2 1 4 4
2 2 1 2 2
1 Public Heal 2 1 1 4 4
1 None 1 2 1 3 3
2 2 1 4 3
1 1
1 2 1 1 5 4
1 Environme  2 1 1 4 2
3 1 1 2 2
3 1 1 4 4
1 Dentistry 2 1 1 3 3
1 2 1 1 4
2 1 1 2 2
2 1 1 4 3
1 surgery/ort 2 2 1 4 3
2 1 1 3 3
1 Adolescent 3 3 1 3 3
1 1 1
2 2 1 2 2
1 Adult and C    3 1 1 1 1
1 Basic Scien 2 2 1 4 3
1 3 1 1 4 4
1 Physical the 2 1 1 5 3
1 ICU, Pulmo 3 1 1 4 3
1 Injury Preve 2 1 1 4 3
1 3 1 2 3
1 Radiology 3 1 1 4 2
2 1 1 3 3
1 Microcircul 2 1 1 5 4
1 pediatric em  2 1 1 3 3
2 2 1 5 4
2 1 1 4 4
2 2 1 1 1
1 Nephrology 2 1 1 4 3
1 2
3 1 1 2 2
1 1 1 5 4
3 1 1 4 3
3 1 1 3 3
3 1 1 4 4
1 not applica 1 1
1 N/A 1 2 1 3 3
2 2 1 3 3
1 3 1 3 3
2 1 1 3 3
3 1 1 3 3
1 don't have involvemen  3 1 4 3
2 1 1 4 3
2 1 1 3 3
1 1 1 1 1 4 4
1
1 HRPP 1 3
1
1 Clinical Psy 2 2 1 4 4
1 None 1 2
1 Internal Me 2 1 1 4 3
3 1 1 4 3
1 2
1 1





1 2 1 4 4
1 Don't enrol  1 3
1 IRB reviews   1 1
2 2
3 2 1 4 5
1 1 2 1
1 3
1 Infectious D 3 1
1 Rehab Scie 2 1 1 4 2
1
1 n/a 1 2
3 1
1 multiple 3 1 1 3 3
2 1 1 5 5
1 Urology 2 2 1 4 3
1 Sleep Medi 2 1 1 2 1
1 NONE 1 3
1 Anesthesia 2 1 1 3 2
1 2
2 2 1 4 4
1 Allergy/Pul 2 1
2 1
2 1
1 I use electr          1 1 1 4 4
2 1 1 4 4
1 Otolaryngo 2 3 1 4 3
1 organ trans 2 1
1 don't enrol 1 1
1 none 1 2 1
2 1 1 3 3
1 1 Surgery 3 1 1 2 2
1 1 1 1 2 2
1 None 1 2
1
1 not a clinica  2 1 1 4 4
1 2 1 1 4 3
1 Craniofacia 2 1
2 1 1 4 3
1 NONE 1 2 1 2 2
1 Medical Ge 2 1 1 2 3
2 2
2 2 1 4 2
2 2
1 na 1 2
1 3 1
1 University 2 1
1 IRB 2 2 1
1 2 1
1 informatics 2 1 1 4 2
1 nutrition 3 2 1 2 2
2 1 1 4 3
1 1 3 1
1 Hematolog     3 1 1 4 3




1 Dermatolog 2 2
2 1
1 infectious d 3 1 1 2 1
1 NA 1 3
1 3
1 2 1
1 Orthopaed  1 2 1 3 3
1 rehabilitati 2 2
1 3
1 2
1 All 1 1
1 None 1 3
1 N/A 1 1
1 Epidemiolo 1 2
1 NA 1 3
1 2 1 4 4
1 Communica    2 2 1 4 3
3 1 1 2 2
1 none 1 3
1 Pediatric Cr  2 1
2 1 1
1 Health prom  2 1
1 Epidemiolo 3 1 1
1 E 1
1 epidemiolo 1 2 1
1 infectious d 2 1
1 N/A 1 3
3 1 1 4 4
1 Internal Me  2 2 1 2 2
1 rheumatolo 3 1 1 2 2
2 1
1 3
1 2 2 1 4 2
1 2 1 5 3
1 1 1 Our group e         3 2
1 1 Pulmonolog 3 1
1 Neuromusc  2 1
1 Orthopaed 1 1
1 3 1 3 3
1 2
1 i don't enro             2 1
1 Public Heal 1 1
2 3 1 4 3
1 NA 1 3
1 Radiology 3 1 1 3 2
1
1
1 Nursing 3 1 1 4 4
1 Epidemiolo 1 2
1 2
2 1 1 3 3
2 2
1 Anesthesio 2 1 1
1 not enroll t     1 2
1 2
1 na 2 1 1 4 4
3 1
1 2 2
2 1 1 4 4
3 1
1 Critical Care 1 1
3 1




1 none 1 2
1 Geriatrics 2 1 1 4 2
3 2 1 4 4
1 none of the    1 2 1 4 4
1 N/A 1 3
1 1 1
1 Orthopaed 2 1 1 4 4
1 1 3 1
2 2 1 3 3
Q7_3 Q7_4 Q7_5 Q7_6 Q7_7 Q7_8 Q7_9 Q7_10 Q26
G. Based on                    G. Based on                        G. Based on                         G. Based on                G. Based on                   G. Based on                     G. Based on                   G. Based on                         Section C: B            
3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 1
3 4 5 3 2 2 2 2 1
1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 4 5 3 3 4 4 3 1
3 3 5 4 2 4 5 5 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
5 5 5 3 3 3 3 2 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
3 5 4 3 4 4 5 2 1
2 5 2 2 4 3 5 3 1
2 3 5 3 3 4 5 3 1
1
3 5 4 4 1 3 4 1
4 5 5 3 1 3 4 4 1
2 4 4 3 2 2 4 4 1
2 2 4 3 2 3 4 2 1
3 3 5 3 5 3 5 4 1
3 4 4 3 2 2 4 3 1
3 3 4 4 1 1 3 3 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
3 4 3 4 3 2 3 4 1
4 5 5 4 3 3 4 2 1
2 2 4 2 1 2 1 1 1
3 5 4 3 3 4 4 2 1
3 4 4 3 5 5 1 1
5 5 4 3 1
3 5 4 3 1
1 3 4 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 4 2 1 3 1 1
4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 1
1 2 1 3 3 3 3 3 1
3 5 5 3 3 2 5 5 1
4 4 5 3 2 4 5 2 1
4 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 1
3 2 4 3 2 2 2 3 1
4 4 5 3 2 2 5 3 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
2 5 4 4 3 4 4 3 1
3 4 4 3 4 4 4 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1
3 3 4 3 2 2 4 4 1
4 4 4 4 3 4 5 4 1
3 4 4 5 1 3 4 4 1
3 3 4 3 3 3 4 5 1
2 3 4 2 2 2 4 2 1
2 4 5 4 4 4 4 5 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
4 3 3 4 3 3 4 4 1
3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
4 4 3 3 3 3 4 3 1
3 3 5 3 3 3 4 4 1
3 4 4 3 2 3 4 4 1
3 3 5 3 3 3 3 4 1
3 3 4 3 3 3 3 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
3 5 4 3 4 5 4 1
2 2 3 3 2 2 4 4 1
3 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
1 5 5 3 3 3 5 1
3 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 1
3 5 5 3 2 4 4 4 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1
3 3 4 2 3 3 4 2 1
3 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 1
3 5 4 4 3 4 4 5 1
1 5 5 5 5 1 3 2 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 5 4 1
3 3 4 2 3 2 4 4 1
1 1 3 1 1 1 3 3 1
2 3 5 3 2 2 4 5 1
2 2 4 2 2 2 4 5 1
2 3 2 3 3 4 4 3 1
3 4 5 3 3 3 5 2 1
2 2 2 2 1 5 4 1
4 4 4 3 3 2 4 3 1
2 2 5 3 2 2 5 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
3 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 1
2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 1
2 4 5 3 2 4 4 3 1
2 5 5 2 2 2 4 4 1
3 5 4 3 3 4 4 3 1
2 4 4 4 3 1 4 4 1
3 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 1
3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 5 4 4 2 2 2 2 1
3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 1
3 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 1
2 2 4 2 3 2 5 4 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
3 5 5 3 2 2 4 4 1
3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 1
4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
2 4 4 3 2 4 4 2 1
4 5 5 3 3 5 5 5 1
1
3 4 3 3 4 3 3 2 1
2 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 1
3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 1
3 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 1
2 1 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
4 4 4 2 1 3 3 5 1
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1
3 2 4 4 2 2 4 2 1
4 4 3 2 3 3 4 2 1
3 4 4 3 2 4 4 4 1
1
2 2 4 2 3 2 3 2 1
3 5 4 3 3 4 5 5 1
3 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 1
3 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 1
4 4 4 2 2 3 4 4 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
3 3 4 3 3 2 3 1 1
3 5 4 3 2 2 2 4 1
3 4 3 3 2 2 3 4 1
2 2 4 4 2 2 4 2 1
3 4 4 4 2 2 2 3 1
3 4 4 3 4 4 4 1 1
3 5 5 5 1 2 5 5 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
2 3 4 3 1
3 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 1
3 5 4 3 3 3 4 2 1
3 4 4 3 2 2 2 1 1
4 4 4 3 3 3 4 2 1
2 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 1
2 4 3 3 2 2 2 4 1
2 4 4 4 3 2 2 2 1
3 4 5 3 3 5 4 1
5 4 5 3 1 4 4 2 1
5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 1
3 2 4 3 2 2 5 2 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 1
4 4 5 3 3 4 5 5 1
3 5 5 3 2 2 5 4 1
3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 1
3 3 5 4 2 2 4 5 1
3 4 4 2 2 3 4 2 1
3 4 3 4 1 1 3 3 1
3 3 5 2 4 2 4 2 1
3 5 5 3 2 2 5 3 1
3 2 4 3 3 3 3 4 1
3 4 5 4 3 3 5 5 1
3 3 4 2 2 2 4 2 1
2 4 4 4 2 4 4 2 1
3 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1
3 3 4 4 3 3 5 5 1
3 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 1
3 4 4 4 2 3 4 3 1
3 4 4 3 2 2 4 2 1
4 4 5 3 2 3 5 5 1
4 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 1
3 4 4 2 2 3 4 4 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
5 4 4 5 1 1 5 1 1
3 2 3 3 3 4 4 3 1
3 2 5 3 1 1 4 5 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
3 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 1
2 4 4 4 3 3 4 2 1
2 3 3 3 2 2 4 2 1
3 3 4 3 2 2 4 4 1
5 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
3 2 5 2 2 2 5 3 1
2 3 3 2 1 3 3 1 1
4 4 4 3 2 4 4 3 1
3 5 5 2 3 4 5 2 1
2 2 5 4 3 2 4 2 1
3 4 4 3 3 3 3 2 1
2 4 5 4 2 4 5 5 1
3 3 5 5 1 1 5 5 1
3 3 4 4 2 3 5 5 1
2 2 5 2 2 2 4 5 1
1 4 5 3 3 4 5 5 1
3 4 5 3 2 3 5 2 1
2 2 3 3 2 2 4 4 1
4 2 3 2 3 3 2 1 1
5 3 4 3 3 5 1
2 2 5 3 2 2 5 5 1
5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
2 3 4 3 2 3 4 3 1
2 4 4 4 3 4 4 5 1
2 2 3 3 3 3 3 1 1
3 4 4 4 3 3 4 1 1
3 2 4 3 2 2 4 4 1
3 4 2 3 1 3 3 5 1
2 2 4 3 1 1 5 4 1
2 2 5 2 3 3 5 3 1
4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
3 4 2 2 1 1 1 2 1
3 4 4 3 2 2 3 5 1
3 3 3 4 2 3 3 4 1
3 3 5 3 2 4 5 5 1
4 4 5 3 3 3 3 4 1
3 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 1
3 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 1
3 3 2 1 1 2 4 2 1
4 4 3 4 2 2 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
3 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 1
2 3 4 2 3 3 3 3 1
3 4 5 3 3 3 5 5 1
3 2 4 1 3 3 3 3 1
3 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 1
3 3 2 2 2 3 3 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 5 4 4 4 5 4 1
3 2 4 3 3 4 4 2 1
4 4 4 4 4 4 5 3 1
1 4 1 1 1 1 2 2 1
3 3 5 3 3 3 5 5 1
5 4 4 3 1 1 2 2 1
1
2 5 4 4 4 4 4 5 1
1
3 2 4 2 2 2 2 3 1
4 4 4 5 2 4 5 4 1
3 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 1
3 4 5 3 3 3 5 2 1
3 2 4 3 1 1 4 2 1
3 2 5 3 2 2 5 5 1
2 4 4 2 3 2 3 4 1
3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 1
4 4 4 3 3 4 4 2 1
3 3 5 2 3 4 5 4 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
3 5 5 4 2 4 5 3 1
1 4 1 3 2 2 2 1 1
4 5 5 3 3 5 5 1
3 4 4 4 3 3 5 5 1
2 3 2 2 1 1 3 3 1
4 4 3 4 2 3 3 4 1
2 2 4 2 2 2 3 3 1
5 3 4 1 1 1 2 1
3 3 4 4 2 2 4 4 1
2 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 1
1
3 4 4 3 2 2 5 4 1
3 4 3 3 2 3 3 3 1
3 4 4 1 1 1 4 3 1
4 3 4 3 2 2 3 2 1
4 1 3 4 2 1 4 3 1
2 1 1 3 2 3 5 5 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
3 3 4 2 2 1 4 3 1
3 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 1
3 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 1
4 4 5 3 2 2 5 5 1
3 2 4 2 2 2 5 5 1
2 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 1
3 2 4 2 2 2 4 3 1
3 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 1
3 4 4 3 2 2 2 2 1
4 4 4 3 3 4 4 5 1
3 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 1
5 5 5 3 3 5 5 5 1
3 4 4 3 2 4 4 3 1
3 2 4 3 2 2 4 4 1
2 4 3 3 3 3 2 1
2 3 3 2 2 2 2 4 1
2 2 2 2 3 3 4 2 1
3 4 4 4 3 4 4 5 1
2 2 5 2 2 2 5 5 1
2 3 3 4 3 3 5 2 1
3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
4 4 4 3 1 1 4 4 1
3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 1
2 2 4 2 2 2 4 4 1
4 4 4 4 3 3 4 5 1
3 3 4 2 2 2 4 2 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
3 4 5 3 2 3 4 2 1
3 3 4 2 2 2 4 4 1
3 4 4 2 2 2 4 4 1
1
2 2 4 2 2 2 4 4 1
1 2 3 3 3 2 2 4 1
2 4 5 4 3 2 2 4 1
2 4 3 4 5 2 4 3 1
3 4 5 3 3 3 5 5 1
3 3 4 3 3 3 3 4 1
3 3 5 3 1 3 5 3 1
3 4 4 2 1 4 3 4 1
3 5 5 3 3 4 4 5 1
3 5 5 3 2 4 4 5 1
3 5 5 2 2 4 5 1 1
3 5 4 3 2 2 4 2 1
2 2 4 3 2 2 3 3 1
1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
3 4 4 3 2 3 5 5 1
3 2 3 3 2 2 4 3 1
3 4 4 4 2 3 4 4 1
3 4 5 3 3 3 5 3 1
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3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 1 4 4 1 2 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 4 3 3 3 2 4 2 4
2 2 1 1 2 4 3 4 2
4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4
3 4 2 2 4 5 4 4 3
3 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 4
3 4 4 5 3 3 2 4 4
2 5 5 5 4 4 2 4 5
2 4 3 3 2 5 3 3 4
4 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 3
3 4 2 2 3 2 1 3 4
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 3
2 4 3 4 4 5 2 4 4
2 4 2 2 2 2 2 4 4
3 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 4
2 2 2 2 3 4 2 2 2
2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3
2 4 4 4 3 5 3 2 4
4 4 1 4 2 2 2 4 4
4 4 3 3 2 5 3 5 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4
2 4 2 3 3 4 3 2 2
3 4 2 2 3 3 4 4 4
3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 4 3 4 3 3 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3
2 2 4 4 2 3 1 4 2
2 2 1 1 1 5 4 2 1
4 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 4
2 5 2 5 2 4 4 4 5
5 5 3 3 4 5 5 5 5
4 4 3 3 3 3 3 5 4
2 2 3 3 3 3 3 5 3
3 4 3 3 4 4 3 4 4
4 4 3 4 3 4 3 5 4
4 4 2 3 3 5 4 4 4
3 4 2 3 3 4 4 3 2
3 4 2 2 3 4 4 4 4
4 4 2 3 2 4 4 4 5
2 4 2 1 4 4 2 3 4
2 4 3 5 4 4 1 2 3
2 4 2 2 1 3 2 4 4
2 2 1 1 2 5 5 4 3
2 5 2 2 4 4 4 4 4
2 4 4 4 2 5 4
3 4 2 4 4 5 5 4 4
2 2 2 2 2 4 2 4 2
3 3 3 3 4 5 4 4 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4
2 4 3 3 4 2 2 4 4
4 4 3 4 2 2 2 4 4
4 3 2 3 4 5 5 3 3
4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4
4 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 3
2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 5 4 4 4 2 1 3 2
3 4 3 5 3 4 3 4 4
5 2 2 5 4 4 3 5 3
1 1 1 1 1 5 1 5 3
3 4 5 5 4 3 2 4 4
4 4 4 4
2 5 2 4 2 5 2 2 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 4
3 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 4 3 3 4
2 4 2 2 2 2 2 4
4 4 3 4 4 4 2 4 4
3 5 2 2 4 5 3 4 5
3 4 3 5 4 4 3 3 5
4 4 2 3 4 4 3 4 3
2 2 2 2 2 4 4 2 2
2 4 2 4 3 4 2 3 4
3 4 2 2 4 4 2 4 4
2 4 2 4 3 2 2 3 4
2 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 4 4 3 2 2
3 4 3 2 2 3 3 4 4
2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 4
3 4 4 4 2 3 3 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 4 3 3 4 3 2 4 4
4 4 2 2 4 4 4 5 4
2 2 3 3 4 4 2 4 4
1 3 2 1 2 4 2 3 5
4 4 3 4 2 4 3 5 5
2 4 2 2 4 4 2 2 4
3 4 3 4 3 3 3 3 4
2 3 1 1 1 4 3 2 4
3 4 3 3 3 5 3 4 4
2 1 1 1 2 4 2 2 1
3 4 2 2 3 4 2 3 4
5 4 4 4 4 4 2 5 4
3 4 3 4 3 2 2 4 4
2 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 3
3 4 3 3 3 4 4 4
2 2 2 2 2 4 3 2 2
2 4 2 4 3 2 1 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
1 1 1 3 2 5 5 1 1
3 4 3 5 4 4 2 3 3
4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4
1 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4
2 4 2 2 3 2 2 4 4
2 3 3 1 4 5 5 3 3
3 3 4 5 3 3 3 3 3
3 4 3 3 4 4 3 4 4
3 4 2 3 2 4 4 3 4
4 5 3 3 4 5 5 4 4
2 4 3 4 5 4 4 3 4
2 4 3 5 2 5 5 4 5
4 5 2 2 2 5 4 4 5
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4
2 4 2 3 2 4 3 4 3
2 3 3 4 3 4 2 2 3
5 5 4 5 4 5 5 5 5
3 4 2 4 2 5 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2
2 4 3 4 2 5 4 5 5
2 4 3 4 3 3 2 2 3
2 2 1 1 4 1 3 4 2
2 3 2 3 3 3 3 4 5
2 4 2 2 2 4 2 3 2
2 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 3
4 3 1 2 4 5 5 4 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3
4 4 4 4 3 4 2 2 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4
3 4 2 2 2 4 3 4 4
1 2 2 2 1 5 2 4 2
2 4 3 4 3 4 3 2 4
2 4 3 3 3 5 3 3 4
4 4 3 3 3 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
2 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 2
3 2 2 4 4 4 3 3
2 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 3
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
2 4 2 1 4 4 2 3 4
4 3 2 2 4 3 3 5 3
2 4 1 1 2 4 1 5 5
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4
3 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 4
2 4 2 2 2 3 1 3 4
4 5 5 5 2 4 4 5 5
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 3
1 2 3 3 3 5 4 2 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 4 2 2 4 4 3 3 3
3 4 4 4 3 4 2 3 4
2 5 2 5 4 3 3 2 5
4 4 2 2 2 5 2 4 4
4 3 3 3 4 4 2 4 3
3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 4 4 4 3 4 2 4 4
4 4 2 2 4 4 2 4 4
3 4 3 3 2 4 2 2 2
3 4 2 2 3 4 2 3 4
4 4 3 3 4 4 3 5 5
4 5 3 4 3 4 4 5 5
2 4 3 4 4 4 2 2 5
2 5 3 5 3 5 3 4 5
4 5 4 4 4 4 5 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
2 2 3 3 3 4 3 4 3
2 4 3 4 2 2 2 4 4
4 5 4 4 2 5 2 4 5
2 4 2 2 4 4 4 2 3
4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3 4 3 3 3 4 4 4 4
4 4 2 2 2 4 4 4 4
2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2
3 4 3 4 3 5 4 5 4
3 3 3 3 3 5 5 3 3
2 4 3 2 3 4 3 4 4
2 2 2 4 3 2 2 3 3
2 2 1 1 3 4 4 3 3
2 4 3 4 4 4 3 3 4
2 4 3 3 4 4 2 3 4
4 4 4 4 4 3
4 4 3 3 2 3 3 4 4
4 5 2 3 4 5 4 5 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 4 3 3 4 4 2 2 2
5 5 1 1 4 4 4 5 5
3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 4
2 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 5 5 4 3 4 4
3 4 2 3 2 5 2 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 3
3 4 2 5 2 3 2 4 3
3 4 3 3 4 4 3 4 4
2 4 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3
4 4 4 4 4 4 4
2 4 3 3 4 4 2 2 4
2 4 3 4 2 4 4 2 4
2 5 2 2 2 5 2 2 5
2 4 1 1 2 5 3 4 2
2 2 1 1 1 3 2 1 1
2 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 5
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 3
4 4 4 4 3 2 3 3 4
3 3 1 1 4 3 3 4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3
2 4 4 5 3 4 3 4 4
2 5 3 3 3 3 1 2 5
2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 2
4 4 4 4 3 4 2 3 4
3 4 3 3 4 4 2 4 4
2 3 4
4 5 3 4 3 4 2 4 4
2 4 2 2 3 4 1 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 5 3 3 3 3 3 5 5
1 3 2 2 2 2 2 4 3
4 4 4 4 4 2 2 4 4
3 4 3 3 3 1 1 3 3
2 2 4 4 2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 3
2 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 3
3 4 4 4 3 2 2 3 4
4 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 4
3 4 2 4 4 4 4 3 4
2 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 4
3 4 3 4 3 4 4 3 4
2 4 2 2 2 3 3 3 2
2 4 1 1 2 2 2 4 4
2 2 2 2 4 4 2 3 3
3 4 4 4 4 5 4 3 4
2 4 2 3 3 5 3 3 4
2 4 2 4 4 4 2 4 5
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4
4 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 5
2 4 3 3 4 4 3 4 4
2 3 2 2 2 2 2 4 3
2 4 2 2 3 4 2 4 4
2 4 2 3 4 5 2 4
2 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 4
2 2 1 1 2 5 5 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4
1 3 2 5 5 4 4 3 5
2 4 3 3 4 2 2 5 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 4
4 5 2 4 5 4 4 4 5
3 4 3 5 4 4 4 4 4
3 4 3 4 4 4 3
2 4 3 4 3 4 3 2 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 3 5 5 4 4
3 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 3
2 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3
3 4 4 3 4 5 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 4 3 4 4 5 4 5 5
4 2 3 4 4 4 4 3
4 2 4 4 4 2 5 4
2 2 2 2 4 3 3 3 3
2 5 2 5 3 4 2 2 5
4 5 3 2 3 4 4 4 5
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3
4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 4
4 2 1 1 1 4 3 4 2
4 5 4 5 4 5 5 4 5
3 4 3 3 4 5 3 5 4
2 2 2 5 4 5 4 5 5
4 4 5 5 3 4 4 4 4
4 4 3 5 3 4 3 4 4
2 4 3 3 2 2 2 4 4
4 4 4 4 4 2 2 4 3
3 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 4
1 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 3
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 2
3 4 3 5 4 4 4 4 5
3 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
3 3 1 1 3 4 2 3 3
2 4 3 3 3 4 3 4 4
1 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1
4 4 3 3 2 5 2 4 3
2 4 3 4 1 4 4 2 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4
4 4 2 4 4 4 3 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
1 1 2 2 3 3 3 5 4
3 3 3 5 4 5 4 5 4
4 4 2 4 4 4 2 5 5
2 4 3 3 5 4 2 2 4
4 4 3 3 3 5 4 4 4
2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
5 5 4 4 4 4 4 5 5
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3
3 4 3 4 2 4 2 3 3
3 4 3 2 2 4 2 4 4
2 4 3 3 3 4 3 4 4
4 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 2
2 4 3 5 3 3 3 2 4
1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1
4 4 3 4 4 5 3 4 4
4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 3
3 5 2 3 4 4 1 3 3
2 2 2 4 4 2 4 4
3 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 4
3 4 4 5 3 4 2 4 4
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 3 1 1 1 5 1 5 1
2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4
3 4 4 5 3 4 2 4 5
2 5 4 5 4 5 3 5 5
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
2 2 2 2 2 4 4 2 2
2 4 2 2 4 4 2 4 3
3 4 3 3 3 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4
2 5 3 3 4 3 3 5 5
3 4 3 3 3 4 3 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 4 3 3 4 4 3 3 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 2 2 4 4 4 4 2
3 4 1 3 5 4 2 5 4
4 5 3 3 4 5 2 5 5
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2
2
2 4 2 2 4 4 4 3 4
2 4 2 2 3 5 2 4 2
3 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 4
5 3 3 3 3 3 4 3
4 4 4 3 3 5 4 4 4
3 4 2 4 4 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 3 2 3 2 5 5 3 3
4 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 3
3 4 3 4 4 5 2 4 5
3 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3
4 5 2 4 3 4 3 5 5
3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 4
3 4 3 3 2 3 3 2 2
2 5 3 3 2 4 2 3 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 4 3 3 2 2 2 4 4
4 3 3 3 3 3 4
2 2 2 2 4 4 2 2
4 4 1 1 3 4 2 4 4
3 3 2 2 4 4 3 3 3
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4 4 4 4 1 3 3 3 3
1
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
1
3 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
4 4 5 3 1 1 1 1 1
5 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 4 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 4 4 1 1 1 2 2
3 3 3 3 1 2 2 2 2
4 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 3 3 1 1 1 3 1
4 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 3 1 2 1 2 2
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 2 3 1
3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
4 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 4
4 4 5 4 1 1 1 4 4
4 4 4 4 1 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
2 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 3 3 3 3
3 3 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
5 3 4 4 1 2 1 2 2
4 5 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
4 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 2 2
1 1 1 1 1
5 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
4 4 5 5 1 2 1 2 2
3 3 3 3 1 2 2 2 2
3 3 2 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 5 4 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3 1 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1
3 3 3 3 1 2 2 2 2
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 2 1
3 2 3 3 1 1 1 2 2
2 2 3 3 1 1 1 2 2
3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
5 2 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 4 4 1 3 1 3 2
2 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1
5 5 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
2 2 4 4 1 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 4 1 1 1 1 1
5 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 5 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 5 5 1 2 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 3 3 3 3
5 4 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 3 3 1 2 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 2 3 3 3
4 3 5 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
4 4 2 2 1 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 2
5 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 3 3 1 1 1 2 3
1 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
4 3 5 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 2 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
5 2 2 2 1 3 3 3 3
4 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
4 3 3 3 1 2 2 2 2
4 4 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 3 3 1 3 1 2 2
1
4 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 3 3 3 3
2 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
5 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 3 3 1 2 1 2 2
3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2
4 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 2 2
5 4 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 4 4 1 2 2 2 2
3 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 3
3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
2 2 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 4 2 1 1 1 2 1
3 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 4 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 2 1 2 2
2 2 2 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1
3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
4 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 1 2 2
2 2 2 2 1 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 5 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 5 4 1 2 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 2 2 2 2
4 4 4 4 1 2 2 2 2
4 4 5 5 1 2 1 3 2
4 2 5 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1
5 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 4 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 4
2 2 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3 1 4 1 4 3
3 3 3 3 1 2 2 2 2
4 4 5 5 1 3 3 4 3
4 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 4 4 1 1 1 3 3
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 4 4 1 2 2 3 3
4 3 4 4 1 2 1 2 2
4 4 4 2 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 5 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 4 4 1 2 2 2 2
4 4 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 3 1 2 2 3 3
3 3 4 4 1 3 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
2 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
5 5 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 3 3 1 1 1 3 3
2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 2
4 3 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
5 3 5 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 5 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 5 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 5 5 1 1 1 4 3
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 2
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 5 1 2 2 2 3
5 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 2
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 2 2
4 3 4 4 1 1 1 2 2
4 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 2 4 1 2 2 2 2
4 4 3 3 1 2 1 2 3
2 2 4 5 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 2 1 1 1
4 3 4 4 1 2 2 2 3
4 4 4 3 1 2 2 2 2
3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
4 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 4 4 1 3 3 3 3
3 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 2 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 2 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 3 3 1 1 1 2 2
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 5 4 1 1 1 2 2
5 4 2 3 1 1 1 1 1
1
2 2 3 4 1 1 1 1 1
1
4 2 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
2 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 4 1 3 1 1 1
4 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 5 4 1 1 1 1 1
5 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
3 2 3 3 1 3 2 3 4
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 3 3
3 3 5 5 1 1 1 2 1
2 2 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
5 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3 1 1 1 1
3 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2
2 2 4 5 1 2 1 2 2
4 4 4 4 1 2 2 2 2
1
3 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
5 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 4 3 1 2 2 1 1
4 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 2
4 4 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
1 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 2 3 1 2 1 1 1
3 3 4 4 1 2 2 2 2
5 4 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 3 1
4 2 4 4 1 1 1 2 2
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 5 5 1 2 2 3 3
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 4 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 3 1 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 1 2 1 3 2
2 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 4 4 1 2 1 2 2
4 2 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
4 2 4 2 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 4 3 1 3 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
5 5 4 4 1 2 1 2 2
5 4 5 4 1 2 1 2 1
2 3 2 3 1 2 1 1 1
4 2 2 2 1 1 1 1
4 3 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 2 4 1 1 1 3 2
5 5 3 3 1 2 2 2 2
1
4 2 4 2 1 2 2 2 2
2 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1
5 2 4 4 1 1 1 2 2
5 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 5 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3 1 1 2 1 2
3 3 5 4 1 3 3 3 3
5 5 4 2 1 1 1 1 1
3 4 3 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1
1
4 2 4 2 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
2 3 3 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
4 3 4 4 1 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 4 4 1 1 1 3 3
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
4 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
5 5 5 5 1 3 1 1 1
4 4 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 5 4 1
4 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 5 5 1 1 2 1 1
4 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
1
4 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 2 1
3 3 4 4 1 3 3 3 3
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
1
1
3 3 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 5 5 1 2 1 1 1
4 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 4 5 1 2 1 4 2
4 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 5 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 3 3
4 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3 1 2 1 1 1
5 4 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
1
4 4 4 4 1 3 3 3 3
4 3 2 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 4 3 3 1 2 2 2 2
1
3 3 3 3 1 2 2 3 2
5 5 4 2 1 1 1 3 3
4 3 3 3 1 1 1 3 2
3 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
2 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 2 1 1 1 1 1
5 3 4 4 1 2 1 3 3
2 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3 1 2 2 3 3
2 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
5 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 4 4 1 2 2 2 2
4 2 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 4 4 4 4
4 3 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
1
3 3 5 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 3 3 3 3
5 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
5 5 5 5 1 2 1 3 2
4 4 3 3 1 1 1 3 3
2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
4 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
1
5 4 5 5 1 1 1 2 2
4 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 2 2 2 2
4 5 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 5 5 1 1 1 3 1
4 2 4 5 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 4 4 1 1 1 2 2
5 5 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
5 5 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 2 2 1 1 1
5 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
1
4 4 4 4 1 2 1 2 2
4 3 4 4 1 1 1 3 3
3 3 4 2 1 1 1 2 2
3 2 2 2 1 3 3 3 3
5 5 3 2 1 2 2 2 2
5 4 5 4 1 1 1 2 2
3 4 5 5 1 2 1 1 1
3 3 4 5 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 5 3 1 3 3 3 3
3 3 4 4 1 3 1 4 3
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 2 1 2 1 3 3
4 4 3 3 1
4 2 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
4 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
5 4 2 5 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 4 4 1 2 1 1 1
3 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 3 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 2 1 2 3 3 3
4 4 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 2 2 2 2
4 2 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 3 3 1 3 2 2 3
1
4 1 2 3 1 1 1 3 3
4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 1 2 2 2 2
3 2 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
4 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 4 3 2 2 2 2 2 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
2 2 2 4 4 2 4 4 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
1




2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 3 1 2 2 3 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 5 3 3 3 3 3 1
2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 1
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
2 2 4 2 2 2 4 4 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 1
1
1 1 1 1 1 3 3 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
1
1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
4 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 4 2 3 3 4 3 1
3 2 3 1 1 1 2 3 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 1 1 3 3 3 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
3 3 2 1 2 2 2 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 2 2 3 4 4 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 1
2 1 3 1 1 2 3 3 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 2 2 4 4 3 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 2 1 2 4 4 4 1
4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 1
2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
1 1 3 1 1 3 3 3 1
1
1 1 2 2 4 2 3 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 2 2 2 3 4 3 1
2 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1
1 2 3 1 1 1 2 2 1
1
3 3 2 1 1 2 3 3 1
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 1 3 3 4 3 1
4 3 4 4 4 4 3 4 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1
4 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 1
4 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 1
2 2 2 3 4 3 4 2 1
3 3 4 1 1 3 4 4 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1
2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 2 2 1 2 3 2 2 1
1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
3 3 3 2 4 4 3 3 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1











1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 1
1
Q12_1 Q12_2 Q12_3 Q12_4 Q13_1 Q13_2 Q13_3 Q29 Q14
L. Which of                     L. Which of                       L. Which of                     L. Which of                 M. Federal                            M. Federal                   M. Federal                            Section F: Y       N. What is y  
4 4 4 4 4 3 4 1 2
5 5 5 5 4 4 2 1 1
4 4 5 5 5 1 1 1 2
3 5 5 3 3 4 4 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 3 2 1 2
4 1 3 1 1
3 4 4 3 4 4 3 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 2 2 1 2
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 1
3 4 4 5 4 2 3 1 2
1 2
4 4 3 4 4 4 5 1 1
1 1 1 1 3 2 1 1 1
3 3 4 4 4 4 2 1 2
3 3 4 4 4 3 4 1 2
2 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 2
2 2 5 4 5 3 2 1 1
2 2 2 2 4 2 4 1 2
4 4 5 4 2 4 4 1 2
3 3 4 4 4 3 4 1 2
4 4 5 5 5 5 5 1 1
2 2 4 3 4 2 2 1 2
3 4 4 4 3 3 3 1 2
1 1 4 1 4 4 2 1 2
5 5 3 5 2 3 5 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 1
4 4 4 3 4 2 1 1 1
4 4 5 3 4 5 5 1 2
2 2 4 4 4 3 3 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
4 4 5 2 4 2 2 1 1
1 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1
3 3 4 3 4 2 1 1 1
3 3 4 4 2 2 2 1 2
3 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1
4 5 5 4 4 3 4 1 1
3 3 4 3 4 3 3 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1
3 4 4 3 4 2 4 1 2
1 1 4 1 4 1 1 1 2
4 4 4 4 2 2 1 1 1
3 3 4 3 2 2 2 1 2
2 4 4 3 4 2 2 1 2
2 1 4 2 4 2 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
3 3 4 4 4 3 3 1 1
3 3 3 3 4 3 3 1 2
2 3 4 3 3 2 4 1 1
2 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 2
3 3 5 3 4 3 2 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 3 4 1 2
3 3 3 3 2 2 4 1 1
3 3 4 4 4 4 3 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 3 1 1 1
4 4 4 3 4 3 3 1 1
2 2 2 2 3 4 4 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 2 4 1 2
2 4 2 4 4 1 1 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 1 1
2 5 2 2 2 2 2 1 2
3 3 4 3 5 4 4 1 2
4 4 4 2 4 2 2 1 1
4 4 4 4 4 4 5 1 2
4 4 5 4 4 2 2 1 1
5 5 5 5 5 3 3 1 1
3 4 5 4 5 3 4 1 2
1 4 5 2 3 4 2 1 2
1 3 3 3 4 2 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 4 4 3 1 5 1 2
3 4 5 4 4 4 4 1 2
2 2 4 2 2 2 3 1 2
4 4 5 5 4 2 5 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 3 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 2 2 1 2
3 3 4 5 4 2 3 1 1
3 4 4 4 4 4 5 1 2
3 4 5 5 4 2 1 1 1
1 1 3 3 5 5 5 1 2
2 2 4 4 3 3 3 1 2
3 4 4 2 4 2 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
3 3 4 3 4 3 3 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1
2 4 4 4 4 2 2 1 2
4 4 4 4 3 3 3 1 1
2 4 4 3 4 4 4 1 1
2 2 2 2 4 3 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 1 1 2 1 1
2 5 4 4 4 4 1 1 2
4 4 3 4 3 2 3 1 1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 2
3 4 4 4 4 2 2 1 2
2 2 4 4 4 4 2 1 2
2 2 3 3 3 1 1 1 2
2 3 5 4 5 4 4 1 2
5 5 5 5 4 3 3 1 1
2 2 4 3 4 3 3 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
4 5 3 1 4 4 2 1 1
1 1 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
2 2 4 3 4 3 3 1 1
4 4 2 1 4 3 2 1 1
1 4 3 2 4 3 2 1 1
4 2 1 1 2
2 2 2 2 4 3 3 1 2
4 5 4 5 1 1 1 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 2 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 1 1
3 3 3 4 4 4 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1
2 2 4 3 4 3 1 1 2
2 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 1
3 3 5 3 4 4 2 1 1
3 3 3 3 4 3 3 1 2
3 3 4 3 2 2 1 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 3 4 1 2
1 5 5 5 5 1 3 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 3 3 1 1
1 2
2 2 4 4 2 2 2 1 2
2 2 4 3 3 4 2 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 2 3 1 1
1 1 1 1 4 4 3 1 1
2 3 4 3 4 2 2 1 2
3 4 4 4 5 4 2 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 4 1 1
1 3 4 3 4 4 4 1 1
3 4 4 3 4 1 2 1 1
3 2 2 2 4 4 4 1 2
2 2 4 5 2 4 2 1 2
3 3 4 3 3 4 3 1 2
2 2 4 2 4 4 4 1 1
2 1 4 2 4 2 3 1 2
1 2
1 4 4 4 4 3 4 1 2
2 4 4 3 4 1 2 1 1
3 3 4 5 5 4 5 1 2
2 2 4 4 4 4 3 1 2
4 4 3 1 2 2 2 1 2
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 5 5 4 4 1 1 2
4 4 4 4 3 2 2 1 1
2 2 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
4 4 5 5 5 5 4 1 2
3 3 4 4 2 2 1 1
3 4 4 4 2 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 3 3 3 1 2
3 3 4 3 4 2 3 1 1
2 4 4 2 3 3 3 1 2
1 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 4 4 4 3 3 2 1 1
4 4 4 3 3 3 3 1 2
2 2 4 3 3 2 3 1 2
1 1 4 4 3 1 2 1 1
2 4 4 4 4 3 3 1 2
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 1
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 1
3 3 4 3 3 2 3 1 2
3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 1
2 4 4 4 2 1 3 1 1
2 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
3 3 5 4 2 3 2 1 1
1 4 3 3 4 2 2 1 2
4 5 5 4 3 2 3 1 1
3 3 4 4 4 2 3 1 1
4 5 4 4 4 3 3 1 2
3 3 4 4 2 2 2 1 2
1 1 5 1 1 1 1 2
2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 2
4 4 4 3 4 4 4 1 2
4 4 4 4 1 1 5 1 1
2 2 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 4 4 3 2 2 1 1
2 2 4 3 5 4 4 1 2
3 4 5 4 4 1 2 1 1
4 4 4 4 3 3 3 1 2
1 3 4 4 4 2 2 1 2
3 4 4 4 5 5 4 1 1
3 4 4 4 4 2 4 1 1
4 4 4 3 4 4 4 1 1
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 4 3 1 1
1 1 4 1 4 2 2 1 1
4 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1
4 4 5 4 5 4 2 1 2
3 4 4 4 4 2 2 1 2
4 4 3 4 4 3 4 1 1
2 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 1
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
2 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 2
3 4 4 4 4 1 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
3 3 4 3 4 4 4 1 2
4 4 4 4 3 2 1 1 2
3 3 3 2 4 3 2 1 2
2 2 3 4 4 2 3 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
2 2 4 4 3 2 4 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
3 4 4 2 4 3 3 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 2 1 1 1
4 4 4 4 3 3 3 1 2
2 2 4 2 4 4 4 1 2
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
1 1 5 4 4 4 1 1 2
4 4 4 3 4 2 2 1 1
3 3 4 4 3 3 3 1 2
3 4 4 4 4 4 3 1 1
4 4 5 3 4 5 4 1 1
2 2 4 4 2 2 1 1
1 2
1 1 4 4 3 3 1 1 2
4 4 1 1
1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 2
1 4 3 4 4 2 3 1 2
3 4 4 3 4 3 3 1 2
1 1 5 3 4 3 3 1 2
1 1 2 3 4 3 3 1 2
4 5 5 4 4 4 3 1 1
1 4 1 4 4 3 3 1 2
2 2 4 2 4 2 2 1 1
3 4 3 4 4 2 2 1 1
2 2 4 3 2 4 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 2 2 1 2
3 3 4 2 3 4 3 1 2
2 2 2 2 4 3 4 1 2
3 3 4 4 2 1 2 1 1
3 3 4 3 4 3 3 1 1
3 4 3 2 2 3 4 1 1
1 1 3 2 3 2 4 1 2
1 1 1 1 4 3 4 1 2
2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2
3 3 4 3 4 2 2 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 2 4 1 1
1 2
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 1 2 1 2
4 4 4 4 3 2 2 1 1
1 1 1 1 3 4 4 1 2
4 4 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 4 2 4 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 2 3 1 2
1 1 4 3 4 2 2 1 2
3 3 3 4 3 3 3 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
3 3 5 5 4 3 3 1 2
1 1 5 1 3 3 3 1 1
1 1 1 1 5 1 3 1 1
5 5 5 5 4 5 5 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 1 2 1 2
3 4 5 4 4 4 3 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 2 1 2
3 3 4 4 3 3 4 1 2
1 1 4 1 2 2 2 1 2
2 4 4 4 3 4 2 1 1
4 4 4 4 4 3 1 1 1
3 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 4 4 4 2 2 1 2
3 3 2 3 4 2 2 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 2 4 1 2
3 4 4 3 4 2 2 1 1
3 3 3 3 4 2 1 1 2
3 4 5 3 4 1 2 1 1
3 3 3 3 4 4 3 1 2
2 2 4 3 3 2 2 1 1
3 4 5 4 4 4 4 1 1
4 4 4 3 4 4 2 1 2
2 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 2
2 2 3 3 4 2 2 1 1
3 3 4 4 4 2 3 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 2 1 2
1
2 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 2
3 3 4 3 4 1 1 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
1 1 4 1 4 1 5 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 1 2
1 4 4 3 3 1 1 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 5 4 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
4 4 5 2 4 3 3 1 1
3 3 3 3 5 3 3 1 2
2 3 4 3 4 4 3 1 2
1 1 1 1 4 3 2 1 1
1 1
1 1 1 1 4 4 1 1 1
4 5 5 4 4 4 4 1 2
3 3 4 2 4 3 2 1 1
2 4 3 2 4 3 4 1 1
1 4 2 4 4 4 4 1 1
4 4 3 3 4 3 4 1 2
4 4 3 3 4 4 2 1 2
2 4 2 2 2 2 2 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
3 4 3 4 4 4 3 1 1
1 1 1 1 4 3 3 1 2
1 1 1 1 4 2 4 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 2 2 1 1
1 1 1 1 4 3 2 1 1
3 3 5 4 3 3 3 1
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 1
1 1
2 4 4 3 4 3 1 1 2
3 3 5 4 3 1 1 1 2
2 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 2
2 2 4 4 4 1 1 1 2
1 1 4 1 4 2 2 1 2
2 2 2 1 4 3 1 1 2
3 4 4 4 5 2 5 1 1
2 2 4 1 3 3 3 1 1
1 1
4 5 5 2 2 2 4 1 2
2 2 2 2 3 2 2 1 2
2 2 4 2 3 2 2 1 2
1 4 4 3 4 2 2 1 1
4 4 4 3 2 4 3 1 1
4 4 4 4 4 3 3 1 2
2 4 4 2 5 4 4 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 1 1
1 1 1 1 4 2 4 1 1
3 3 3 3 4 2 3 1 2
4 3 1 2
1 2
4 4 4 4 2 2 1 2
3 3 5 4 4 1 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 4 3 1 2
5 5 5 1 5 3 3 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 4 1 1 2
3 2 4 4 4 2 3 1 2
4 4 2 4 5 1 1 1 2
2 2 3 3 3 2 2 1 2
3 4 4 3 4 1 2 1 1
1 1 4 4 4 4 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 3 3 3 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
1 1 1 1 4 2 2 1 2
3 4 4 4 5 4 4 1 2
3 4 3 3 4 2 4 1 2
1 3 2 2 4 4 2 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 3 3 1 2
3 3 4 4 4 3 3 1 2
3 4 4 3 3 2 2 1 2
4 4 4 4 3 3 3 1 2
1
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 1 2
1 1 4 3 2 4 2 1 2
3 4 4 3 4 3 2 1 2
3 3 5 5 4 3 3 1 2
1 2 4 4 3 4 2 1 2
2 2 4 3 2 2 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
2 3 2 3 1 1 1 1 1
2 4 4 4 2 1 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 2 3 1 2
2 2 2 2 4 2 2 1 2
2 4 3 2 3 2 1 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 1 2
2 3 2 4 4 5 2 1 1
2 2 2 2 3 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 4 4 3 1 1
3 3 5 4 4 4 4 1 1
1 2
3 3 4 4 2 2 3 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
1 3 4 3 4 2 2 1 2
2 2 5 3 4 2 4 1 2
1 2
2 4 4 4 4 2 2 1 2
4 4 4 4 5 4 2 1 2
1 4 4 4 4 3 4 1 2
2 4 4 2 4 4 5 1 2
4 4 4 4 3 3 3 1 2
2 2 4 4 3 1 1 1 2
2 3 2 2 3 3 3 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1
4 4 4 4 4 2 2 1 2
5 5 5 5 1 2
4 4 4 3 3 3 3 1 2
3 4 4 2 3 2 4 1 2
4 4 4 3 3 4 3 1 2
3 5 4 5 4 3 4 1 2
1 1 4 1 2 4 5 1 2
1 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 5 4 2 1 3 1 2
3 4 4 4 4 2 4 1 2
1 4 4 4 4 2 2 1 2
4 5 5 5 4 5 3 1 2
2 2 2 2 4 4 5 1 2
1 1
3 3 4 4 2 1 1 1 1
2 3 4 3 4 4 4 1 2
2 3 4 3 3 4 3 1 2
3 3 4 5 4 2 2 1 1
2 2 2 2 4 4 2 1 2
3 5 4 4 5 3 2 1 2
4 4 5 3 3 3 3 1 2
2 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 2
3 5 5 3 5 3 3 1 2
3 3 4 3 4 4 3 1 2
2 2 5 5 5 3 1 1 2
3 3 5 5 1 1 1 1 1
3 4 4 4 4 2 3 1 1
4 4 5 4 4 2 2 1 1
3 4 4 2 4 4 4 1 2
2 4 4 3 4 2 4 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 3 2 2 2 1 1
3 3 4 3 3 1 1 1 2
3 3 4 4 2 4 3 1 1
2 2 5 5 4 4 5 1 2
3 4 4 4 4 2 3 1 2
3 4 4 4 4 3 2 1 2
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 1
4 4 5 5 4 2 4 1 2
3 3 4 3 4 2 3 1 1
3 4 4 3 3 4 3 1 1
1 1 1 1 3 3 3 1 2
4 4 3 2 2 3 3 1 2
1 1 1 1 4 4 2 1 2
4 4 5 5 1 1 4 1 1
1 1
4 4 4 4 4 3 3 1 2
4 5 4 4 4 3 3 1 2
3 4 3 2 3 3 2 1 2
1 4 4 4 4 3 2 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 2 1 2
3 3 4 4 4 4 3 1 2
1 1 4 4 5 2 2 1 2
3 3 5 5 3 4 2 1 2
3 4 4 4 3 1 4 1 2
1 1 1 1 4 4 1 1
4 4 4 3 4 1 1
3 3 4 3 4 3 4 1 2
1 1 3 2 4 2 1 1 1
3 3 4 3 3 3 1 1 2
4 4 4 4 2 2 2 1 1
2 2 2 1 4 3 2 1 1
1 2
4 4 4 4 4 3 3 1 2
3 3 5 5 4 4 2 1 2
1 1 3 1 4 2 2 1 1
2 2 2 2 4 2 2 1 1
4 4 5 5 5 2 4 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
5 5 5 5 5 1 5 1 1
2 4 4 5 4 1 2 1 2
1 1 4 3 3 2 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
4 4 5 3 4 2 3 1 1
1 1 5 3 4 5 2 1 2
4 4 3 2 2 2 1 1 1
3 4 2 2 4 3 1 1
5 5 5 5 4 1 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
3 3 4 2 4 2 3 1 1
2 2 4 4 4 2 1 1 2
4 4 4 4 5 5 4 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 3 2 1 2
2 4 3 3 3 2 3 1 2
1 4 4 3 4 2 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 5 5 5 1 2
4 4 5 1 4 5 1 1 1
1 3 5 4 4 2 4 1 2
1 1
3 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1
3 3 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
3 4 2 2 4 2 2 1 2
3 3 5 4 5 4 3 1 1
3 4 5 5 4 5 3 1 2
3 4 4 3 3 3 3 1 1
2 2 4 3 4 2 4 1 2
2 2 3 3 3 2 3 1 2
2 2 4 4 3 3 3 1 2
4 4 4 3 4 4 4 1 1
2 2 2 3 4 3 2 1 2
3 3 5 4 3 4 3 1 2
5 4 4 2 2 1 4 1 2
2 2 2 2 5 4 2 1 1
2 4 4 4 4 3 2 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
1 2
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 1 1
3 3 4 4 3 2 2 1 2
3 4 5 4 1 1 1 1 1
1 1
3 3 4 3 4 3 2 1 2
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1
1 1 1 1 3 4 2 1 2
3 4 4 3 2 1 3 1 1
3 4 4 4 4 4 1 1 2
1 1
3 4 4 4 4 4 3 1 2
2 2 4 4 4 3 2 1 2
4 4 4 2 4 5 4 1 2
1 1 5 5 5 3 5 1 2
4 2 4 3 4 3 3 1 2
4 4 3 3 2 1 1 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
1 2
4 4 4 4 4 2 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 4 3 1 1
1 1 4 1 4 4 4 1 2
4 4 5 4 4 4 2 1 2
3 3 4 4 4 2 3 1 1
1 1 1 1 3 3 3 1 2
5 4 5 5 4 4 4 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 1 1
1 1 1 1 2 2 3 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 1 2
3 3 4 4 4 1 4 1 2
4 4 5 5 4 4 2 1 2
3 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 4 1 1 3 1 1
4 4 4 5 4 4 4 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
4 4 4 4 5 1 2 1 2
2 2 4 3 4 2 2 1 1
4 5 3 4 4 2 2 1 1
4 4 5 4 4 2 2 1 2
2 2 4 2 4 4 4 1 2
3 3 4 4 4 4 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 5 5 4 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1
2 2 2 2 5 4 5 1 1
1 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1
1 3 4 4 4 1 1 1 2
3 3 4 4 2 1 2 1 1
4 4 4 4 3 3 3 1 1
1 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 2
4 4 4 5 2 2 2 1 1
2 2 2 2 4 1 1 1 2
3 3 5 5 4 4 5 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 3 1 2
1 4 3 3 3 2 1 1 2
3 4 3 3 4 3 1 1 2
2 4 4 2 4 4 4 1 2
3 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
3 3 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
1 2
4 4 4 5 4 4 4 1 2
2 2 2 2 5 4 4 1 2
2 2 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 3 2 2
3 4 4 4 4 4 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
1 4 4 2 4 4 4 1 2
4 4 4 3 5 3 4 1 1
3 3 4 4 3 2 4 1 1
1 1 1 1 4 1 5 1 2
3 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 3 4 3 3 1 1
5 5 5 5 4 2 1 1 2
1 1
3 3 4 2 4 2 3 1 2
4 4 4 4 5 2 1 2
4 4 5 4 4 2 3 1 1
1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 5 3 5 3 3 1 2
2 2 4 3 4 1 1 1 2
2 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 1
4 4 4 4 4 4 3 1 1
4 4 4 4 4 4 3 1 2
3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 2
2 2 5 5 4 1 4 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 4 2 1 2
3 3 4 4 4 2 3 1 1
4 4 4 4 4 3 4 1 1
4 4 5 4 4 2 4 1 1
3 3 4 4 3 3 3 1 1
3 3 4 3 4 4 4 1 2
1
2 2 4 3 5 3 2 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 1
4 4 4 4 2 2 2 1 1
1 2
3 3 4 3 4 2 3 1 2
3 3 4 4 3 3 2 1 2
1
2 4 4 1 4 1 1 1 2
4 4 4 4 3 2 2 1 1
5 5 5 5 3 4 5 1 1
2 2 4 4 3 3 3 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 4 2 1 1
3 3 4 3 3 4 3 1 2
3 3 5 4 4 4 4 1 2
3 3 5 4 4 3 2 1 1
1 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
4 4 4 4 3 3 3 1 1
1
1 1 5 5 5 3 1 1 2
2 2 4 5 5 4 1 1 2
3 3 3 4 3 4 4 1 2
4 4 4 4 2 2 4 1 2
1 1
3 4 5 4 4 4 2 1 1
2 2 4 3 3 3 2 1 2
4 4 4 4 1 2
4 4 4 3 4 3 2 1 1
1 1 1 1 4 2 4 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1
4 4 5 5 4 4 4 1 2
3 3 4 3 3 3 3 1 1
3 3 5 5 4 4 3 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 4 3 1 2
3 3 4 4 4 3 3 1 2
4 4 5 5 2 2 2 1 2
2 2 3 3 3 2 4 1 2
4 4 5 1 2
2 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
4 4 4 3 4 4 4 1 2
4 4 5 5 4 5 2 1 1
3 3 3 3 4 3 2 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1
4 4 4 4 4 4 3 1 2
2 2 4 4 4 2 3 1 1
1 4 5 5 4 4 4 1 2
1 1
3 4 4 4 3 4 3 1 1
4 4 5 5 5 2 5 1 2
3 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
4 4 5 4 4 4 3 1 1
3 4 4 3 4 4 1 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 1
4 4 3 3 3 3 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 4 4 2 1 2
1 1 1 4 4 1 2 1 1
4 4 5 4 1 1 1 1 2
3 3 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
3 3 4 4 4 3 4 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 3 1 1
1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 4 4 2 5 2 5 1 2
4 2 4 3 4 2 1 1 1
4 4 4 3 4 2 4 1 2
3 4 5 4 4 3 5 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
4 5 5 3 4 3 2 1 2
1 2
2 3 5 5 4 2 4 1 2
1 1 5 5 5 4 5 1 1
3 3 3 3 4 3 3 1 2
2 4 4 4 5 2 2 1 2
2 2 2 3 2 2 2 1 1
3 3 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
3 3 3 3 4 3 3 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 2 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 2
2 4 3 2 4 2 2 1 1
2 4 4 4 4 2 2 1 2
1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
4 4 5 3 2 2 2 1 1
4 5 5 4 4 5 4 1 1
1 3 3 3 4 2 2 1 2
2 4 4 4 4 2 1 1 2
1 3 3 3 4 3 3 1 2
3 3 4 4 4 3 2 1 1
1 1 1 1 4 2 5 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
1 4 5 1 4 2 4 1 2
2 2 4 4 2 2 2 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1
3 4 4 5 5 2 2 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 4 3 4 3 3 1 1
2 2 4 2 4 5 4 1 2
4 4 5 5 4 4 4 1 2
4 4 5 4 4 2 2 1 2
4 4 4 4 2 1 2 1 1
1 1 3 3 3 2 4 1 1
1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1
2 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
1 1 1 1 4 4 2 1 2
4 4 5 3 2 1 1
4 4 5 5 4 3 3 1 1
4 4 5 4 5 2 2 1 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 2
3 4 4 3 3 4 3
2 2 4 4 4 2 4
1 1 1 1 3 3 3 1 1
2 4 4 4 4 2 2 1 1
1 1
Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18_1 Q18_2 Q18_3 Q18_4 Q18_5 Q18_6
O. What is  P. What sta     Q. Are you       R. What is y      R. What is y      R. What is y    R. What is y         R. What is y        R. What is y    
56 PA 2 1
37 Oklahoma 2 1
50 maryland 2 1
39 Georgia 2 1
38 Colorado 2 1
34 Texas 2 1
38 Ohio 2 1
56 SC 2
56 nc 2 1
61 Georgia 2 1
64 al 2 1
63 SC 2 1
64 MD 2 1
69 Rhode islan 2 1
71 NY 2 1
35 nc 2 1
67 CA 2 1
49 Co 2 1
57 NC 2 1
40 MD 2 1
71 Maryland 2 1
63 GA 2 1
43 Kentucky 1 1
56 Michigan 2 1
47 NH 2 1
62 AL 2 1
38 illinois 2 1
68 IL 2 1
47 VA 2 1
39 Louisiana 2 1
MD 2 1
53 tx 2 1
60 FL 2 1
67 Texas 2 1
43 MA 2 1
34 Michigan 2 1
55 KY 2 1
66 GA 2 1
58 AR 2 1
66 nebraska 2 1
46 IL 2 1
35 PA 2 1
30 New York 2 1
39 Vermont 2 1
33 New York 2
58 MN 2 1
40 VA 2 1
24 Tennessee 2 1
55 Vermont 2 1
44 nj 2 1
37 PA 2 1
40 NE 2 1
38 PA 2 1
51 New York 2 1
57 2 1
61 PA 2 1
69 Massachus 2 1
60 Tennessee 2 1
63 VA 2 1
36 NY 2 1
60 Alabama 2 1
57 Pennsylvan 2 1
62 Nebraska 2 1
33 2 1
66 CA 2 1
63 Pennsylvan 2 1
44 Tennessee 2 1
53 sd 2 1
46 Connecticu 2 1
35 OH 2 1
35 NH 2 1
46 nv 1 1
57 OH 2 1
52 2
25 PA 2 1
39 RI 2 1
40 NY 2 1
38 CA 2 1
37 Florida 2 1
33 nj 2 1
32 Ohio 2 1
39 NE 2 1
61 TN 2 1
38 NY 2 1
58 NY 2 1
57 PA 2 1
58 IL 2 1
32 2 1
36 Maryland 2 1
50 TN 2 1
58 MO 2 1
67 Indiana 2 1
65 new york 2 1
67 Georgia 2 1
65 ny 2 1
44 MN 2 1
68 ma 2 1
2 1
24 Kentucky 2 1
N/A NY 2 1
38 Illinois 2 1
28 PA 2 1
50 Texas 1 1
37 South Caro 2 1
31 Georgia 2 1
38 Ohio 2
55 Ohio 2 1
53 VT 2 1
57 PA 2 1
54 NY 2 1
50 TX 2 1
42 Rhode Islan 2 1
47 Ma 2 1
46 illinois 2 1
68 oklahoma 2 1
55 wv 2 1
61 VT 2 1
50 TN 2 1
39 MA 2 1
45 MD 2 1
44 California 2 1
56 WA 2 1
73 NJ 2 1
53 fl 2 1
51 New York 2 1
72 Ohio 2 1
44 Massachus 2 1
29 Rhode Islan 2 1
62 North Caro 2
44 2 1
44 NY 2 1
73 California 2 1
43 Cal 2 1
48 Ohio 2 1
43 Pennsylvan 2 1 1
57 Md 2 1
29 Pennsylvan 1 1
62 VT 2 1
35 PA 2 1
30 Massachus 2 1
49 va 2 1
39 IL 2 1
41 CA 2 1
38 CA 2 1
28 CT 2 1
60 ma 2 1
61 California 2 1
43 MA 1 1
64 Ohio 2 1
37 PA 2
43 Missouri 2 1
59 ca 2 1
43 WA 2 1
40 RI 1 1
48 VT 2 1
26 Minnesota 2 1
30 Minnesota 2 1
36 Md 2 1
52 IL 2 1
37 Massachus 2 1
43 MA 2 1
59 Florida 2 1
53 ma 2 1
41 Rhode Islan 2 1
35 california 2 1
45 HI 2 1 1
71 maryland 2 1
47 PA 2 1
56 MIchigan 2 1
42 New York 2 1
64 WV 2 1
37 Tennessee 2 1
57 NC 2 1
39 WA 2 1
58 MO 2 1
54 PA 2 1
47 OH 2 1
55 MA 2 1
60 pa 2 1
47 NJ 2 1
41 Minnesota 2 1
42 NY 2 1
56 Vermont 2 1
39 Massachus 2 1
29 MN 2 1
56 AR 2 1
51 CA 2 1
>60 GA 2 1
58 Ohio 2 1
67 MA 2 1
26 MA 2 1
57 mass 2 1
27 Massachus 2 1
60 MA 2 1
40 georgia 2 1
? ? ? n y 2 1
46 mn 2 1
45 ohio 2 1
37 Colorado 2 1
62 NC 2 1
45 Texas 2 1
60 MN 2 1
56 Ohio 2 1
50 Alabama 2 1
71 Pa 2 1
35 WA 2 1
2 1
62 CA 2 1
68 IL 2 1
49 TX 2 1
30 NY 2 1
69 UT 2 1
38 Vermont 2 1
51 PA 2 1
43 pa 2 1
85 years California 1 1
62 pa 2 1
48 Massachus 2 1
63 Tennessee 2 1
35 Colorado 2 1
29 Florida
31 Massachus 2 1
26 Minnesota 2 1
51 ri 2 1
34 CA 2 1
58 NY 2 1
52 Pennsylvan 2 1
71 Virginia 2 1
32 MA 2 1
70 Maryland 2 1
51 NE 2 1
43 2 1
33 California 2 1
41 NY 2 1
58 ca 2 1
54 Illinois 2 1
43 Colorado 2 1
60 yrs Ohio 2 1
Ohio 2 1
50 FL 2 1
59 CT 2 1
43 PA 2 1
47 CA 2 1
66 Pa 2 1
38 Washington 2 1
49 Alabama 2 1
55 Texas 2 1
52 WV 2 1
> 60 NM 2 1
64 Nevada 2 1
41 MA 2 1
38 VT 2 1
51 MA 2 1
48 CO 2 1
36 MA 2 1
35 MA 2 1
52 NY 2 1
45 California 2 1
36 California 2 1
53 OH 2 1
47 CA 1 1 1
40 MA 2 1
39 MA 2 1
47 Ohio 2 1
68 CA 2 1
56 Minnesota 2 1
31 Ohio 2 1
80 FL 2 1
55 Mass 2 1
69 Maryland 2 1
67 CT 2 1
68 Massachus 2 1
33 PA 2 1
49 NY 2 1
71 MI 2 1
48 MA 2 1
43 PA 2 1
77 NY 2 1
47 Ohio 2 1
46 New York 2 1
40 alabama 2 1
34 New York 1 1
54 NJ 2 1
46 KY 2 1
26 ct 2 1
42 CT 2 1
25 MA 2 1
70 GA 2 1
31 Missouri 2 1
33 MA 1 1
32 PA 2 1
30 Illinois 2 1
39 Maryland 2 1
56 ND 2 1
64 New York 2 1
50 PA 2 1
46 tx 2 1
68 pennsylvan 2 1
41 PA 2 1
58 RI 2 1
63 NE 2 1
40 TX 2 1
29  Suggest               ma.  Sugges            2 1
66 OHIO 2 1
52 ny 2 1
49 MN 2 1
50 Georgia 2 1
77 MA 2 1
60 GA 2 1
34 IA 2 1
47 TN 1 1
38 MD 2 1
31 ny 2 1
78 New York 2 1
54 MO 2 1
44 Ohio 2 1
45 Georgia 2 1
35 Indiana 2 1
60 New Jersey 2 1
37 TX 2 1
55 wa 2 1
41 Pa 2 1
67 VT 2 1
27 MN 2 1
61 California 2 1
65 southeast 2 1
62 NY 2 1
62 Ohio 2 1
40 Indiana 2 1
South Carolina
58 NY 1 1
49 IL 2 1
44 GA 2 1
61 Texas 2 1
54 nc 2 1
65 mn 2 1 1
66 wa 2 1
66 TX 2 1
43 NY 2 1
58 Tennessee 2 1
45 NY 2 1
35 OK 2 1
53 TN 2 1
51 OH 2 1
45 PA 2 1
64 Ohio 2 1
65 ma 2 1
30 mo 2 1
58 pennsylvan 2 1
66 MA 2 1
37 OH 1 1
62 New York 2 1
52 NY 2 1
56 Ohio 2 1
49 Rhode Islan 2 1
57 PA 2 1
36 Illinois 2 1
50 PA 2 1
52 NY 2 1
43 VT 2 1
59 IL 2 1
60 KY 2 1
40 MN 2 1
69 MI 2 1
63 Mississippi 2 1
53 New York 2 1
59 IN 2 1
59 CA 1 1
This survey does not apply to me. I mostly work with schools, enrolling students, not patient  
62 PA 2 1
54 TN 2 1
58 Ca 2 1
37 IL 2 1
43 WV 2 1
57 MD 2 1
61 MO 2 1
36 MS 2 1
27 Mississippi 2 1
57 TN 2 1
64 PA 2 1
52 Pa 2 1
55 OHIO 2 1
58 VA 2 1
59 MA 2 1
45 New York 2 1
Il 2 1
58 NC 2 1
25 Massachus 2 1
46 DC 2 1
42 WV 2 1
57 California 2 1
2 1
34 MD 2 1
36 Kentucky 2 1
51 Connecticu 2 1
43 Maine 2 1
56 MA 2 1
62 Texas 2 1
34 WA 2 1
57 MA 2 1
63 Maryland 2 1
49 2 1
53 Illinois 2 1
64 New Mexic 2 1
34 MA 2 1
25 Massachus 2 1
25 MN 2 1
39 cali 2 1
58 2 1
53 New York 2 1
58 NY 2 1
23 MA 2 1 1
54 PA 2 1
58 NC 2 1
65 Colorado 2 1
36 Ohio 2 1
52 MA 2 1
34 Ohio 2 1
58 Md 2 1
32 TN 2 1
47 ohio 2 1
25 IL 2 1
53 ohio 2 1
62 NY 2 1
44 PA 2 1
55 Vt 2 1
47 OK 2 1
52 NC 2 1
44 California 2 1
36 VT 2 1
na florida 2 1
41 ohio 2 1
45 MC 2 1
35 pa 2
55 California 2 1
28 Pennsylvan  2 1
33 Connecticu 2 1
53 PA 2 1
48 Washington 2 1
37 Massachus 2 1




61 california 2 1
37 CA 2 1
32 georgia 2 1
52 LA 2
55 Michigan 2 1
60 AZ 2 1
48 tx 2 1
52 Ohio 2 1
38 Mass 2 1
46 PA 2 1
>50 DC 2 1
WA 2 1 1 1
37 Kentucky 2 1
53 DC 2 1
61 Illinois 2 1
33 MA 2 1
25 Washington 2 1
56 MA 2 1
39 California 2 1
38 Colorado 1 1 1
63 PA 2
44 Colorado 2 1
51 maine 2 1
66 Nebraska 1 1
49 MA 2 1
32 Washington 2 1
46 pa 2 1
69 CA 2 1
58 Ohio 2 1
48 PA 2 1
46 PA 2 1
54 New Mexic 1 1
59 MD 2 1
61 ME 2 1
26 NH 2 1
48 California 2 1
55 OH 2 1
31 CA 2 1
49 Nebraska 2 1
46 PA 2 1
no answer 2
34 Minnesota 2 1
25 MA 2
53 PA 2 1
60 Ohio 2 1
47 Il 2 1
60 Ohio 1 1
37 GA 2 1
58 Pennyslvan 2 1
46 oh 2 1 1
50 Ohio 2
65 New York 2 1
65 Ohio 2 1
41 MN 2 1
72 MA 2 1
60 IL 2 1
56 Arizona 2 1
66 CA 2 1
52 CA 2 1
36 RI 2 1
49 TN 2 1
31 North Caro 1 1
57 Georgia 2 1
>60 Wisconsin 2 1
42 Pennsylvan 2 1
42 california 2 1
44 Mississippi 2 1
41 Ohio 2 1
28 UK 2 1
50 WV 2 1
60 NY 2 1
58 Massachus 2 1
56 Nebraska 2 1
45 la 2 1
58 tn 2 1
50 california 2 1
55 CA 2 1
50 FL 2 1
46 PA 2 1
50 Virgiia 2 1
73 WI 2 1
41 Alabama 2 1
49 Georgia 2 1
65 Fl 2 1
34 CA 2 1
61 ga 2 1
48 WV 2 1
51 Maryland 2 1
50 MA 2 1
59 OH 2 1
45 PA 2 1
60 Tennessee 2 1
46 OHIO 2 1
56 md 2 1
65 Texas 2 1
33 California 2 1
55 NC 2 1
35 Pennsylvan  2 1
67 WV 2 1
51 NY 2 1
30 PA 2 1
29 Illinois 2 1
59 IN 2 1
41 Maryland 2 1
56 Massachus 2 1
61 NY 2 1
26 california 2 1

55 Tennessee 2 1
42 tn 2 1
40 NH 2 1
70 PA 2 1
40-50 PA 2 1
52 Illinois 2 1
56 Minnesota 2 1
69 LA 2 1
62 Nebraska 2 1
26 New Jersey 2 1
42 california 2 1
57 sc 2 1
38 PA 2 1
57 MI 2 1
28 New York 1
76 Nebraska 2 1
49 PA 2 1
65 Georgia 2 1
46 Ny 2 1
57 Florida 2 1
39 Marylan 2 1
29 Pennsylvan 2 1
46 MO 2 1
50 ga 2
61 Indiana 2 1
38 Connecticu 2 1
56 Illinois 2 1
32 New York 2 1
64 pa 2 1
55 Mo 2 1
60 CA 2 1
55 MA 2 1
62 ohio 2 1
33 oregon 2 1
38 North Caro 2 1
44 KY 2 1
26 ohio 2 1
48 NY 2 1
55 CT 2 1
41 LA 2 1
55 oh 2 1
38 NJ 2 1
na IL 2 1
43 MS 2 1
37 Ohio 2 1
49 Maryland 2 1
38 VA 2 1
38 Texas 2 1
40 IL 2 1
39 PA 2 1
74 MI 2 1
58 TX 2 1
45 MO 2 1
55 CA 2 1
33 AZ 2 1
39 wv 1 1
43 Illinois 2 1
57 MA 2 1
64 Illinois 2 1
43 Texas 2 1
69 Florida 2 1
69 New York 2 1
27 NJ 2 1
43 MS 2 1
47 NJ 2 1
66 Ohio 2 1
51 WA 2 1
49 pennsylvan 2 1
48 Illinois 2 1
65 New York 2 1
52 NM 2 1
53 NY 2 1
52 Georgia 2 1
60's Massachus 2 1
52 ma 2 1
31 MN 2 1
57 Texas 2 1
54 New York 2 1
36 PA 1 1
40 Ohio 2 1
67 TX 2
40 PA 2 1
42 Washington 2 1
23 MA 2 1
65 MD 2 1
59 WA 2 1
57 PA 2 1
68 NE 2 1
34 Arkansas 2 1
49 arkansas 2 1
2 1
54 PA 1 1 1
46 tx 1
Above 50 PA 2 1
45 MD 2 1
40 illinois 2 1
40 MA 2 1
34 MN 2 1
60 Massachus 2 1
35-45 MA 2 1
59 MD 2 1
40 texas 2 1
38 ohio 2 1
49 Ohio 2 1
75 Wa 2 1
51 NY 2 1
59 TX 2 1
38 CA 2 1
53 Wv 2 1
59 MO 1
29 OH 2 1
39 MI 2 1
35 MA 2 1
44 Ohio 2 1
53 MO 2 1
53 IL 2 1
62 pa 2 1
45 MI 2 1
69 ny 2 1
49 New York 2 1
52 RI 2 1
62 Pennsylvan 2 1
>40 MA 2 1
60 ohio 1 1
53 PA 2 1
38 PA 2 1
63 Washington 2 1
36 IL 2 1
30 Florida 2 1
35 MN 2 1
41 NY 2 1
41 MA 2 1
58 PA 2 1
45 Ohio 2 1




62 ma 2 1
Q18_7 Q18_7_TEXQ19 Q20_1 Q20_2 Q20_3 Q20_3_TEXQ21 Q21_TEXT
R. What is y     R. What is y     S. What is y   T. Which la                T. Which la                T. Which la                T. Which la                U. What is y    U. What is y     
english 1 1 italian 1
English 1 1
english 1 1
English 1 1 Igbo 1
English 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 1
1 Kannada 1 1 Many India  1
english 1 1 french 1
English 1 1
English 1 1
American E 1 2
English 1 1
English 1 French 2
English 1 1 French, Ital 1
English 1 1
english 1 1 2
English 1
English 1 1 1
English, Hin 1 1 Hindi, Punja     1
English 1 some Frenc   1
ENGLISH 1 1 French, Rus  1
Spanish 1 1 1 French, Ital 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 French, Ger 2
English 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 Kiswahili 1






English 1 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 1









English 1 1 1
English 1 1












English 1 1 French 1










english 1 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1

























ENG 1 1 2
English 1 1 Polish & Sig  1
English 1 1 1
Spanish 1 1 1
English 1 German 1
English 1 1
























english 1 French 1
English 1 1










English 1 1 1
english 1 1




spanish 1 1 1 French 1
English 1
English 1 1
english 1 1 Chinese 1
English 1 1
English 1 1




























German 1 1 1 French, Ital   1
Swedish 1 1




1 1 Punjabi,Hin 1
English 1 1
English 1 1





english 1 1 modern ind      1
english 1 1 1
English 1 2
English 1 1











English 1 1 1
ENG 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 French 1
english 1 1










English 1 1 1
English 1 1 French 1
English 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 A little Germ 1
English 1 1
English 1
English 1 1 Hindi 1












English 1 1 Italian 1
English 1 French 1













Spanish 1 1 1






Czech 1 1 Czech 2
English 1 1 Greek 1
English 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 1
english 1 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 1
english 1 1
english 1 1 1

















English 1 1 1
English 1 1
english 1 1 1
english 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 1 Portuguese 1
1 1
English 1 1





English 1 1 1
1
English 1 1 1
English 1 1







English 1 1 1
English 1 1
American E 1 1
english 1 1 french 1
English 1
Endlish 1 1





English 1 1 Urdu 2
1 1
English 1 1 1
English 1 1







Arabic 1 1 Arabic 1







english 1 1 Japanese - 1
English 1 1
English 1 3







English 1 1 2









Spanish 1 1 1
               ts. 
English 1 1
english 1 1
English 1 1 Portuguese 1
English 1 1 1









English 1 German 1
English 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 2
English 1 1






English 1 1 French 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 French 1
English 1 1
English 1 1




























english 1 1 1
English 1 1 Hindi - mar 1
English 1 1








English 1 1 Italian 1
1 1
1 1










Eng;ish 1 1 1





English 1 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 1
English 1 1 2
German 1 1 French, Por  1
English 1 1
Engllish 1 1 French 1
English 1 1
Spanish 1 1 2
1 German/Na  English 1 1
English 1 1
english 1 1
Spanish 1 1 1
German an  1 1 French; Ge 1
english 1 1
1 1




English 1 1 1 Filipino 1
English 1 1
English 1 French 1




English 1 1 1 Italian, fren 1
English 1 1
1 1
English 1 French 1
1 iranian English 1 Farsi 1




English 1 1 1
English 1 1
english 1 1
1 DKN NONE 1 DKN 4 DKN
English 1 1




English 1 1 very limited 1








english 1 1 chinese 1
English 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 Polish, Germ 1
English 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 German 1








English 1 Chuukese 1
English 1 French 1
English 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 Persian 1
english 1 1
English 1 1














English 1 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 1
Serbian 1 1
English 1 1












english 1 Japanese 1
english 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 Polish 1
1 ColOmbian Spanish 1 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 French 1
English 1 1
English 1
English 1 1 French, Ger 1










English 1 1 French, Ger 1
english 1 lithuanian 1




English, He 1 1 Hebrew 1
English 1 1
english 1 1
english 1 1 1
English 1 1
Engl 1 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 1
Serbian 1 1 Serbian 1
english 1 urdu 1
English 1 1 1
English 1 Polish 1
English 1 2
ENglish 1 2
ENG 1 1 French 1
English 1 1














english 1 1 french 1
English 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 1
English 1 1 Polish 1
English 1 1
English 1 Korean 2
english 1 1 1
English 1 1 French 1
English 1 1
English 1 1
Spanish 1 1 1
English 1 1
1 English 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 1
English 1 1
Engligh 1 1
English 1 French 1
English 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 1
English 1 1






English 1 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1 1
inglese 1 1
english 1 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 Portuguese 2
English 1 4 Employed P      
English 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 Italian 1
English 1 1
English 1 1
English 1 bengali 1










English 1 1 1














1 American b    English 1 1 1 Hindi 1
English 1 1
Q22 Q23 LocationLatLocationLo LocationAccuracy
V. What cat         We value /            LocationLatLocationLo LocationAccuracy
3 1 40.4344 -80.0248 -1
3 1 36.0173 -95.9357 -1
7 1 39.3288 -76.5967 -1
2 1 33.94991 -83.375 -1
6 1 39.7467 -104.838 -1
3 1 33.2148 -97.1331 -1
2 1 40.0486 -83.0726 -1
3 1 33.9937 -81.0199 -1
2 1 36.05251 -79.1077 -1
4 1 33.7513 -84.3151 -1
8 1 33.5446 -86.9292 -1
8 1 33.98599 -80.9972 -1
8 1 39.2018 -76.931 -1
8 1 41.82671 -71.3977 -1
2 1 40.8399 -73.9422 -1
2 1 36.05251 -79.1077 -1
4 1 37.9735 -122.531 -1
2 1 39.7467 -104.838 -1
2 1 36.05251 -79.1077 -1
3 1 39.3054 -76.5519 -1
4 1 38.93761 -77.0928 -1
6 1 22.28329 114.15 -1
2 1 37.83 -86.0934 -1
4 1 42.2668 -83.8562 -1
2 1 42.9317 -70.8427 -1
5 1 33.5446 -86.9292 -1
3 1 42.3241 -83.7113 -1
4 1 -1.28329 36.8167 -1
4 1 38.81149 -77.1285 -1
3 1 29.94679 -90.123 -1
8 1 38.8336 -76.8777 -1
2 1 29.7079 -95.401 -1
3 1 29.6516 -82.3248 -1
5 1 30.6521 -96.341 -1
3 1 42.3672 -72.5185 -1
2 1 42.3241 -83.7113 -1
1 38.189 -85.6768 -1
6 1 33.6638 -84.7331 -1
4 1 34.74651 -92.2896 -1
3 1 41.2917 -96.1711 -1
3 1 37.7327 -89.2034 -1
8 1 40.80769 -77.8614 -1
2 1 43.03 -76.1242 -1
4 1 44.47591 -73.2121 -1
8 1 43.1548 -77.6156 -1
2 1 44.97591 -93.2166 -1
3 1 37.5538 -77.4603 -1
1 1 36.14729 -86.777 -1
7 1 44.47591 -73.2121 -1
2 1 40.44839 -74.4431 -1
4 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
2 1 41.2917 -96.1711 -1
3 1 39.9407 -75.2281 -1
1 1 43.03 -76.1242 -1
4 1 35.20171 -89.9715 -1
2 1 40.80769 -77.8614 -1
8 1 42.34509 -71.0993 -1
3 1 36.31979 -82.3202 -1
8 1 36.8463 -76.0979 -1
2 1 43.17509 -78.7378 -1
2 1 33.5446 -86.9292 -1
4 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
1 1 41.2917 -96.1711 -1
2 1 41.2917 -96.1711 -1
8 1 37.76311 -122.459 -1
1 1 39.9514 -75.1582 -1
8 1 36.1866 -86.7852 -1
2 1 44.36971 -96.7907 -1
3 1 41.7635 -72.7266 -1
4 1 39.07809 -84.3863 -1
3 1 43.63609 -72.2413 -1
7 1 40.5412 -119.587 -1
7 1 39.07809 -84.3863 -1
1 41.09081 -81.1844 -1
1 1 39.9407 -75.2281 -1
3 1 41.6577 -72.6627 -1
2 1 42.7684 -78.8871 -1
2 1 38.5378 -121.446 -1
2 1 25.72 -80.2707 -1
1 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
1 1 39.07809 -84.3863 -1
2 1 41.2917 -96.1711 -1
2 1 35.15089 -90.0323 -1
3 1 42.7684 -78.8871 -1
3 1 40.76939 -73.9609 -1
2 1 40.46809 -79.9114 -1
2 1 41.92239 -87.6524 -1
2 1 35.15089 -90.0323 -1
2 1 39.32809 -76.6385 -1
1 1 36.1759 -86.8093 -1
2 1 38.6657 -90.3231 -1
2 1 40.4249 -86.9162 -1
6 1 40.87669 -73.9056 -1
8 1 31.9971 -80.9645 -1
4 1 42.67661 -73.7934 -1
2 1 44.96449 -93.2617 -1
3 1 42.366 -71.123 -1
2 1 34.05299 -117.249 -1
1 1 39.07809 -84.3863 -1
1 1 40.87669 -73.9056 -1
2 1 37.7327 -89.2034 -1
1 1 39.9407 -75.2281 -1
5 1 39.9523 -75.1638 -1
2 1 33.9937 -81.0199 -1
1 1 33.7516 -84.3915 -1
8 1 39.07809 -84.3863 -1
2 1 41.44521 -81.6996 -1
5 1 44.44209 -73.0825 -1
5 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
7 1 43.179 -77.555 -1
5 1 29.7079 -95.401 -1
2 1 41.75011 -71.4109 -1
4 1 42.1973 -71.441 -1
4 1 41.92239 -87.6524 -1
3 1 35.4762 -97.5033 -1
3 1 39.6456 -79.9433 -1
8 1 44.47591 -73.2121 -1
8 1 34.5645 -92.5868 -1
2 1 42.3582 -71.0507 -1
3 1 39.3288 -76.5967 -1
4 1 32.7368 -117.128 -1
2 1 47.58389 -122.299 -1
3 1 40.55161 -74.4637 -1
8 1 38 -97 -1
8 1 42.67661 -73.7934 -1
2 1 39.7505 -84.2686 -1
8 1 42.36481 -71.8969 -1
2 1 40.4668 -74.6607 -1
5 1 36.0275 -80.2073 -1
3 1 47.48911 -122.291 -1
2 1 42.7128 -74.9173 -1
6 1 31.8969 34.8186 -1
5 1 34.0522 -118.244 -1
5 1 39.07809 -84.3863 -1
6 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
3 1 38.966 -76.9076 -1
2 1 39.9407 -75.2281 -1
2 1 44.4964 -73.1836 -1
6 1 39.9774 -75.1452 -1
2 1 42.28481 -71.0741 -1
8 1 38.93581 -77.1621 -1
2 1 41.87801 -88.0163 -1
4 1 32.88071 -117.236 -1
3 1 41.0415 -76.6507 -1
2 1 41.7823 -72.612 -1
8 1 42.3331 -71.0957 -1
5 1 37.74409 -122.484 -1
7 1 42.28481 -71.0741 -1
7 1 41.4817 -81.6934 -1
3 1 41.0415 -76.6507 -1
8 1 38.6657 -90.3231 -1
4 1 34.0522 -118.244 -1
5 1 47.48911 -122.291 -1
2 1 41.7775 -71.4333 -1
6 1 44.44209 -73.0825 -1
1 1 44.96449 -93.2617 -1
2 1 44.96449 -93.2617 -1
4 1 40.1012 -75.178 -1
2 1 41.92239 -87.6524 -1
3 1 42.366 -71.123 -1
8 1 42.28481 -71.0741 -1
8 1 25.5584 -80.4582 -1
7 1 42.28481 -71.0741 -1
2 1 41.7775 -71.4333 -1
1 1 34.0522 -118.244 -1
2 1 21.29601 -157.827 -1
4 1 39.2876 -76.5921 -1
4 1 40.26669 -76.6381 -1
3 1 42.3755 -83.0772 -1
3 1 40.6963 -73.6207 -1
2 1 39.6456 -79.9433 -1
8 1 36.3134 -82.3535 -1
3 1 35.5235 -77.3008 -1
2 1 47.58389 -122.299 -1
2 1 38.90331 -92.1022 -1
8 1 39.9774 -75.1452 -1
2 1 41.67329 -83.6044 -1
2 1 42.36481 -71.8969 -1
7 1 41.0415 -76.6507 -1
3 1 40.55161 -74.4637 -1
3 1 44.97591 -93.2166 -1
4 1 40.7449 -73.9782 -1
2 1 44.44209 -73.0825 -1
8 1 42.28481 -71.0741 -1
2 1 44.96449 -93.2617 -1
4 1 34.7449 -92.3205 -1
8 1 32.73711 -117.088 -1
8 1 33.386 -82.091 -1
2 1 41.67329 -83.6044 -1
4 1 42.6489 -71.1655 -1
1 1 42.34241 -71.0878 -1
6 1 42.366 -71.123 -1
2 1 42.34241 -71.0878 -1
8 1 41.7395 -71.3206 -1
2 1 33.386 -82.091 -1
4 1 43.179 -77.555 -1
1 44.97591 -93.2166 -1
1 1 41.67329 -83.6044 -1
2 1 39.6929 -104.885 -1
8 1 35.9666 -79.041 -1
8 1 33.61 -101.821 -1
8 1 44.96449 -93.2617 -1
8 1 41.67329 -83.6044 -1
4 1 36.16589 -86.7844 -1
8 1 40.0229 -75.2585 -1
3 1 47.48911 -122.291 -1
1 1 34.0522 -118.244 -1
3 1 38.5378 -121.446 -1
7 1 42.22031 -88.2338 -1
3 1 33.61 -101.821 -1
2 1 42.7684 -78.8871 -1
3 1 30.17599 -97.7373 -1
6 1 44.47591 -73.2121 -1
2 1 40.4344 -80.0248 -1
3 1 40.0636 -75.0797 -1
3 1 37.8047 -122.212 -1
8 1 41.0415 -76.6507 -1
4 1 42.34241 -71.0878 -1
8 1 35.11079 -89.9483 -1
2 1 39.73129 -104.969 -1
1 1 25.72 -80.2707 -1
1 1 42.3616 -71.0674 -1
1 1 44.96449 -93.2617 -1
3 1 41.7775 -71.4333 -1
3 1 37.7607 -122.484 -1
5 1 40.7168 -73.9861 -1
3 1 39.74719 -75.5918 -1
2 1 36.81129 -76.3687 -1
2 1 42.3828 -71.0955 -1
4 1 38.93539 -77.0284 -1
2 1 41.2917 -96.1711 -1
4 1 39.07809 -84.3863 -1
3 1 34.05299 -117.249 -1
8 1 40.8006 -73.9653 -1
5 1 37.8116 -122.242 -1
7 1 42.01579 -87.8423 -1
2 1 39.6929 -104.885 -1
2 1 41.67329 -83.6044 -1
2 1 41.4489 -81.6319 -1
2 1 33.5578 -82.1648 -1
2 1 41.86861 -72.8234 -1
7 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
4 1 34.0522 -118.244 -1
3 1 39.9752 -75.3122 -1
2 1 47.6606 -122.292 -1
3 1 33.5446 -86.9292 -1
2 1 33.61 -101.821 -1
8 1 39.6456 -79.9433 -1
5 1 35.1445 -106.645 -1
2 1 40.5412 -119.587 -1
2 1 42.2935 -71.296 -1
6 1 44.45239 -73.1841 -1
8 1 42.35001 -71.2269 -1
3 1 46.34241 -86.7798 -1
2 1 42.1109 -71.1849 -1
7 1 42.27879 -71.4435 -1
8 1 41.19949 -73.7164 -1
2 1 32.8667 -117.248 -1
3 1 34.0522 -118.244 -1
4 1 39.07809 -84.3863 -1
3 1 34.05299 -117.249 -1
5 1 42.366 -71.123 -1
2 1 42.1861 -72.5255 -1
5 1 39.07809 -84.3863 -1
7 1 37.459 -122.178 -1
8 1 44.8768 -93.4766 -1
1 1 39.1828 -84.3447 -1
3 1 50.0833 14.46671 -1
6 1 42.37219 -71.1787 -1
5 1 39.49181 -76.6328 -1
8 1 41.7823 -72.612 -1
8 1 42.366 -71.123 -1
2 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
3 1 40.7939 -73.6862 -1
6 1 41.5311 -93.5705 -1
3 1 42.34509 -71.0993 -1
6 1 40.0636 -75.0797 -1
5 1 40.76939 -73.9609 -1
1 1 41.67329 -83.6044 -1
6 1 40.8022 -73.9524 -1
1 39.0274 -77.2365 -1
2 1 33.5446 -86.9292 -1
2 1 40.87669 -73.9056 -1
2 1 39.9774 -75.1452 -1
1 1 39.07809 -84.3863 -1
1 1 41.7814 -72.7544 -1
8 1 41.7424 -72.6905 -1
1 1 42.34241 -71.0878 -1
2 1 33.72569 -84.4309 -1
1 1 39.21159 -94.5739 -1
3 1 42.34509 -71.0993 -1
3 1 41.0415 -76.6507 -1
2 1 41.92239 -87.6524 -1
2 1 38.93539 -77.0284 -1
3 1 47.8719 -97.1503 -1
3 1 43.22459 -77.592 -1
2 1 40.46809 -79.9114 -1
2 1 33.61 -101.821 -1
6 1 39.9774 -75.1452 -1
5 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
3 1 41.75011 -71.4109 -1
2 1 41.2917 -96.1711 -1
7 1 33.61 -101.821 -1
1 1 42.3582 -71.0507 -1
5 1 39.07809 -84.3863 -1
2 1 43.179 -77.555 -1
7 1 45.0101 -93.1519 -1
3 1 32.41789 -81.7823 -1
3 1 42.366 -71.123 -1
8 1 32.77921 -117.189 -1
4 1 33.386 -82.091 -1
3 1 41.664 -91.5447 -1
8 1 35.20171 -89.9715 -1
4 1 39.006 -77.1025 -1
2 1 40.87669 -73.9056 -1
6 1 40.7939 -73.6862 -1
8 1 38.64461 -90.2533 -1
1 1 39.07809 -84.3863 -1
3 1 33.94991 -83.375 -1
3 1 39.7851 -86.1665 -1
2 1 32.7831 -96.8067 -1
2 1 33.5461 -101.895 -1
2 1 47.5472 -122.351 -1
8 1 39.9767 -75.2586 -1
8 1 44.4929 -73.2253 -1
1 1 44.02161 -92.4699 -1
3 1 32.85941 -117.207 -1
3 1 33.7773 -84.3366 -1
5 1 43.1548 -77.6156 -1
2 1 41.63251 -83.751 -1
8 1 39.90421 -86.2341 -1
8 1 39.0437 -77.4875 -1
2 1 40.7021 -73.7062 -1
1 41.9474 -87.7037 -1
8 1 33.7952 -84.3248 -1
2 1 32.8326 -96.8467 -1
2 1 35.94659 -78.7977 -1
2 1 44.97591 -93.2166 -1
1 47.48911 -122.291 -1
2 1 32.7406 -97.3802 -1
3 1 40.9223 -72.6371 -1
2 1 35.20171 -89.9715 -1
2 1 38 -97 -1
2 1 35.4762 -97.5033 -1
2 1 35.13589 -90.0027 -1
3 1 39.15401 -84.4873 -1
5 1 39.08929 -74.7294 -1
6 1 39.15401 -84.4873 -1
8 1 42.3931 -71.1345 -1
1 1 39.0437 -92.2714 -1
5 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
1 1 42.366 -71.123 -1
1 1 41.44521 -81.6996 -1
1 47.6606 -122.292 -1
8 1 40.76939 -73.9609 -1
2 1 43.179 -77.555 -1
2 1 41.67329 -83.6044 -1
8 1 41.7395 -71.3206 -1
2 1 40.56779 -75.4828 -1
2 1 41.8784 -87.6852 -1
8 1 39.9774 -75.1452 -1
7 1 42.99049 -78.842 -1
4 1 44.44209 -73.0825 -1
3 1 38 -97 -1
1 1 38.4034 -82.3577 -1
2 1 44.97591 -93.2166 -1
4 1 42.3755 -83.0772 -1
7 1 32.33591 -90.1581 -1
8 1 43.03 -76.1242 -1
7 1 39.7851 -86.1665 -1
8 1 34.0486 -117.014 -1
1 33.94099 -83.4341 -1
8 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
2 1 36.3891 -82.4511 -1
4 1 37.9257 -122.513 -1
2 1 41.8784 -87.6852 -1
8 1 39.5675 -79.9363 -1
4 1 39.2876 -76.5921 -1
2 1 38.8817 -92.402 -1
2 1 32.33591 -90.1581 -1
2 1 32.33591 -90.1581 -1
4 1 35.11079 -89.9483 -1
3 1 40.4344 -80.0248 -1
2 1 40.56779 -75.4828 -1
7 1 41.4489 -81.6319 -1
3 1 37.5538 -77.4603 -1
1 42.3672 -72.5185 -1
2 1 40.7921 -73.9439 -1
3 1 41.8784 -87.6852 -1
2 1 35.5235 -77.3008 -1
2 1 42.34509 -71.0993 -1
3 1 33.811 -84.2869 -1
2 1 38.34151 -82.518 -1
8 1 34.05231 -118.385 -1
8 1 39.677 -104.965 -1
2 1 39.3054 -76.5519 -1
5 1 39.1111 -84.5746 -1
2 1 41.77789 -72.7032 -1
3 1 43.62531 -70.2955 -1
7 1 42.30589 -71.0859 -1
2 1 33.61 -101.821 -1
3 1 47.6062 -122.332 -1
2 1 42.36481 -71.8969 -1
7 1 39.2966 -76.6073 -1
2 1 41.9474 -87.7037 -1
6 1 39.4624 -77.2758 -1
3 1 36.175 -115.137 -1
2 1 42.34509 -71.0993 -1
1 1 42.366 -71.123 -1
1 1 44.96449 -93.2617 -1
2 1 33.6403 -117.769 -1
5 1 42.3241 -83.7113 -1
8 1 40.87601 -73.8716 -1
5 1 43.1548 -77.6156 -1
1 1 42.37 -71.0812 -1
8 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
2 1 36.05251 -79.1077 -1
2 1 39.67619 -104.887 -1
8 1 39.1111 -84.5746 -1
1 42.30589 -71.0859 -1
2 1 39.1111 -84.5746 -1
4 1 39.2966 -76.6073 -1
1 1 35.185 -90.0936 -1
4 1 39.1111 -84.5746 -1
1 1 41.9474 -87.7037 -1
3 1 40.05321 -83.022 -1
8 1 40.87601 -73.8716 -1
6 1 39.9774 -75.1452 -1
8 1 50.0833 14.4167 -1
2 1 35.4762 -97.5033 -1
2 1 35.5235 -77.3008 -1
4 1 34.0708 -118.376 -1
4 1 44.4964 -73.1836 -1
1 34.00391 -118.434 -1
3 1 25.92661 -80.1443 -1
3 1 40.05321 -83.022 -1
5 1 35.1768 -80.8544 -1
8 1 41.05299 -76.4701 -1
8 1 37.7957 -122.421 -1
2 1 40.9812 -76.9587 -1
2 1 41.7424 -72.6905 -1
5 1 40.05321 -83.022 -1
2 1 47.68539 -122.287 -1
1 43.03 -76.1242 -1
1 40.517 -74.868 -1
3 1 42.30991 -71.1202 -1
5 1 37.5079 -121.96 -1
1 1 41.7424 -72.6905 -1
3 1 40.05321 -83.022 -1
5 1 33.5446 -86.9292 -1
3 1 37.84489 -122.238 -1
2 1 38.0033 -122.032 -1
3 1 33.7453 -84.3829 -1
8 1 32.4886 -93.7294 -1
5 1 42.3755 -83.0772 -1
3 1 32.3089 -111.166 -1
1 29.7079 -95.401 -1
8 1 39.9725 -82.9679 -1
4 1 42.5051 -71.2047 -1
3 1 41.05299 -76.4701 -1
5 1 38.93021 -76.9708 -1
8 1 47.48911 -122.291 -1
1 1 39.1111 -84.5746 -1
3 1 39.9523 -75.1638 -1
7 1 41.8784 -87.6852 -1
1 1 42.3584 -71.0598 -1
1 1 47.68539 -122.287 -1
5 1 -15.4167 28.28329 -1
4 1 37.76311 -122.459 -1
1 1 39.67619 -104.887 -1
8 1 40.56779 -75.4828 -1
2 1 39.67619 -104.887 -1
8 1 43.62531 -70.2955 -1
2 1 41.2917 -96.1711 -1
7 1 42.34509 -71.0993 -1
2 1 47.68539 -122.287 -1
8 1 38.881 -77.1043 -1
4 1 33.78661 -118.299 -1
4 1 41.4489 -81.6319 -1
2 1 40.56779 -75.4828 -1
4 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
6 1 35.1483 -106.391 -1
5 1 38.93021 -76.9708 -1
4 1 43.62531 -70.2955 -1
1 1 43.7226 -72.1342 -1
4 1 34.00391 -118.434 -1
4 1 39.1111 -84.5746 -1
2 1 34.05299 -117.249 -1
3 1 24.58569 -81.681 -1
4 1 40.2216 -75.238 -1
8 1 42.7684 -78.8871 -1
2 1 44.96449 -93.2617 -1
1 1 42.366 -71.123 -1
5 1 39.9389 -75.1847 -1
7 1 39.9881 -83.0444 -1
5 1 41.85001 -87.65 -1
6 1 39.62469 -74.2042 -1
4 1 38.99071 -77.0261 -1
2 1 40.56779 -75.4828 -1
5 1 40.05321 -83.022 -1
8 1 39.9725 -82.9679 -1
8 1 40.87601 -73.8716 -1
8 1 40.05321 -83.022 -1
3 1 44.97591 -93.2166 -1
6 1 42.4019 -71.1193 -1
3 1 41.8784 -87.6852 -1
2 1 32.2338 -110.95 -1
2 1 38.57491 -121.465 -1
1 1 34.0067 -118.346 -1
3 1 41.998 -71.4941 -1
4 1 38 -97 -1
2 1 35.1768 -80.8544 -1
1 33.82739 -84.3244 -1
3 1 43.0761 -89.4104 -1
2 1 40.56779 -75.4828 -1
8 1 37.38451 -122.088 -1
2 1 32.33591 -90.1581 -1
7 1 41.31461 -81.7449 -1
1 1 38.881 -77.1043 -1
2 1 39.6456 -79.9433 -1
8 1 40.71429 -74.006 -1
8 1 42.3582 -71.0507 -1
8 1 41.2917 -96.1711 -1
2 1 29.95779 -90.0769 -1
6 1 35.20171 -89.9715 -1
8 1 38.57491 -121.465 -1
5 1 39.0437 -77.4875 -1
3 1 33.5578 -82.1648 -1
1 1 40.7975 -77.9021 -1
3 1 37.5023 -77.5693 -1
5 1 43.0761 -89.4104 -1
7 1 33.5446 -86.9292 -1
2 1 34.00301 -83.3471 -1
4 1 39.0437 -77.4875 -1
8 1 34.05231 -118.385 -1
2 1 33.6356 -84.2605 -1
7 1 38.3685 -82.4245 -1
4 1 39.00459 -77.0369 -1
2 1 42.3571 -71.0655 -1
5 1 39.9725 -82.9679 -1
4 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
4 1 35.20171 -89.9715 -1
8 1 39.9583 -82.9622 -1
5 1 39.257 -76.7946 -1
4 1 29.7079 -95.401 -1
1 1 34.05299 -117.249 -1
3 1 36.0755 -79.0741 -1
5 1 39.9494 -75.1457 -1
4 1 39.6456 -79.9433 -1
8 1 42.8792 -78.8146 -1
2 1 40.63029 -75.3941 -1
2 1 41.92239 -87.6524 -1
8 1 40.4249 -86.9162 -1
4 1 39.2876 -76.5921 -1
2 1 42.30589 -71.0859 -1

























































































































1 1 36.3 -82.3824 -1
1 1 36.1866 -86.7852 -1
4 1 43.6543 -72.3904 -1
3 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
7 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
3 1 42.31821 -87.8597 -1
5 1 44.97591 -93.2166 -1
5 1 32.4886 -93.7294 -1
2 1 41.2917 -96.1711 -1
1 1 40.55161 -74.4637 -1
3 1 37.6393 -122.044 -1
8 1 32.78619 -79.9471 -1
3 1 40.5728 -79.7248 -1
4 1 42.6333 -84.5377 -1
1 1 40.71429 -74.006 -1
4 1 41.2917 -96.1711 -1
8 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
2 1 33.78439 -84.2135 -1
1 1 40.6111 -111.9 -1
3 1 29.6516 -82.3248 -1
3 1 39.3288 -76.5967 -1
1 1 39.95239 -75.1653 -1
3 1 38.64461 -90.2533 -1
1 33.48039 -82.0941 -1
3 1 40.4249 -86.9162 -1
7 1 41.74541 -72.6703 -1
3 1 41.8784 -87.6852 -1
1 45.08 -93.1378 -1
2 1 40.7805 -73.9512 -1
7 1 39.9774 -75.1452 -1
7 1 38 -97 -1
8 1 41.7029 -70.0621 -1
4 1 42.3484 -71.1551 -1
6 1 39.9725 -82.9679 -1
1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
2 1 45.57739 -122.621 -1
4 1 35.1768 -80.8544 -1
3 1 38.21561 -85.6153 -1
1 1 45.8399 -119.701 -1
4 1 40.8399 -73.9422 -1
3 1 41.7776 -72.6214 -1
3 1 39.0437 -77.4875 -1
8 1 39.15401 -84.4873 -1
2 1 40.65289 -74.9263 -1
8 1 41.85001 -87.65 -1
1 42.366 -71.123 -1
2 1 32.33591 -90.1581 -1
3 1 39.9725 -82.9679 -1
2 1 38.9213 -77.0386 -1
3 1 38.64191 -77.3463 -1
3 1 30.65829 -96.3238 -1
5 1 41.92239 -87.6524 -1
3 1 39.9407 -75.2281 -1
1 1 42.3241 -83.7113 -1
8 1 31.7634 -106.433 -1
2 1 38.90331 -92.1022 -1
8 1 34.0708 -118.376 -1
2 1 33.50909 -112.026 -1
8 1 39.6456 -79.9433 -1
3 1 41.8784 -87.6852 -1
2 1 42.3159 -71.0559 -1
3 1 41.8784 -87.6852 -1
3 1 30.6521 -96.341 -1
3 1 27.94299 -82.524 -1
3 1 40.8006 -73.9653 -1
2 1 40.6152 -75.5437 -1
2 1 32.33591 -90.1581 -1
4 1 40.55161 -74.4637 -1
7 1 39.9725 -82.9679 -1
4 1 47.6102 -122.304 -1
2 1 34.01939 -118.491 -1
5 1 41.7742 -87.7153 -1
4 1 40.72141 -74.0052 -1
4 1 35.1483 -106.391 -1
8 1 42.7684 -78.8871 -1
2 1 33.72569 -84.4309 -1
2 1 42.34309 -71.123 -1
7 1 42.3484 -71.1551 -1
2 1 44.9355 -93.2505 -1
4 1 30.6521 -96.341 -1
2 1 40.84489 -73.8434 -1
2 1 40.6152 -75.5437 -1
8 1 39.15401 -84.4873 -1
2 1 33.0294 -97.0687 -1
8 1 39.9597 -75.1968 -1
8 1 39.0892 -77.1835 -1
1 1 42.3616 -71.0674 -1
6 1 38.93539 -77.0284 -1
5 1 47.48911 -122.291 -1
5 1 41.05299 -76.4701 -1
4 1 41.2917 -96.1711 -1
3 1 34.7449 -92.3205 -1
8 1 34.7449 -92.3205 -1
2 1 28.5663 -81.2608 -1
8 1 45.8399 -119.701 -1
2 1 29.7079 -95.401 -1
8 1 39.9774 -75.1452 -1
3 1 38.8336 -76.8777 -1
3 1 41.8998 -87.6368 -1
3 1 42.34309 -71.123 -1
5 1 44.98 -93.2638 -1
3 1 42.4281 -71.0546 -1
4 1 42.3159 -71.0559 -1
5 1 39.3288 -76.5967 -1
7 1 33.61 -101.821 -1
4 1 40.05321 -83.022 -1
3 1 39.15401 -84.4873 -1
1 38.93761 -77.0928 -1
7 1 48.32179 -122.631 -1
2 1 42.93559 -78.8066 -1
3 1 30.6521 -96.341 -1
1 1 32.88071 -117.236 -1
8 1 39.6456 -79.9433 -1
8 1 38.61819 -90.3467 -1
1 1 42.47749 -83.0277 -1
3 1 42.5563 -83.1769 -1
1 1 42.34241 -71.0878 -1
2 1 39.15401 -84.4873 -1
8 1 30.4507 -91.1546 -1
8 1 41.8998 -87.6368 -1
8 1 41.05299 -76.4701 -1
4 1 42.3755 -83.0772 -1
8 1 40.8007 -72.7906 -1
2 1 42.6534 -73.8075 -1
-1
2 1 41.7775 -71.4333 -1
3 1 40.4344 -80.0248 -1
8 1 42.31689 -71.2082 -1
6 1 39.9881 -83.0444 -1
5 1 39.9883 -75.2208 -1
8 1 40.54649 -80.0525 -1
4 1 45.5295 -122.643 -1
1 1 39.834 -89.6539 -1
2 1 29.6516 -82.3248 -1
2 1 44.9355 -93.2505 -1
8 1 42.93559 -78.8066 -1
7 1 42.33659 -71.0726 -1
5 1 39.953 -75.1756 -1
3 1 39.14661 -84.5197 -1























































































































































1 40.56779 -75.4828 -1
